
 

Doyle School                                                                                                                                                                   

Pre K Self-Contained- Ms. Albonico 

       
This month we closed our Tools of the Mind theme: Family.  Each center was a different part of the house. The 
block center was the garage, the dramatic play center was the kitchen, the table toys center was the family room, 
the science center was the bathroom, the art center was the laundry room and, the literacy center was the 
bedroom.    

!  

This month, we started our second Tools of the Mind theme: Grocery store.  Each center transformed into a 
different part of the store.  The table toys center was the flower shop, the dramatic play center was the checkout, 
the science center was the deli, the art center was the produce center, and the blocks center was the bakery. They 
have great imagination when they are pretending to go shopping in the grocery store.  They also all have so 
much fun using make-believe play to pretend that they are different people working in the grocery store. 

                  !         !  
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We also went on our class trip to Secor Farm with Ms. Kelly and Ms. Varettoni’s classes.  First, we went on a 
hayride traveling through the farm to the pumpkin patch.  Once we arrived at the pumpkin patch, the students 
each picked a pumpkin to bring back with them.  We had such an awesome time!  A few days later the students 
got an opportunity to explore the inside of a pumpkin with Mrs. Hahn’s class.  We cut the pumpkin and let the 
students pick out the guts and seeds.  Mrs. Hahn then carved the pumpkin into a Jack-O-Lantern.     

  

Pre K Self-Contained- Ms. Varettoni 

Pre-K had a busy October! We started the month celebrating Fire Prevention Week. We learned about how to 
stay safe in case of an emergency and during fire drills. We also did a lot of stop, drop, and roll practice! On 
October 16, the Wood-Ridge Fire Department visited Doyle School and we got to see the fire trucks and an 
ambulance up close. We learned so much from their visit and now everyone has decided they want to be a 
firefighter when they grow up! 
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On October 24th, we had a field trip to Secor Farms in Mahwah with Ms. Albonico and Mrs. Rightmeyer’s 
classes. Students had a wonderful time picking their own pumpkins, meeting farm animals, taking in the sights 
on a hayride, taking pictures, and playing in a straw maze. Students were able to make connections to the fall 
concepts we have been discussing such as the leaves changing colors, apples, pumpkins, and the cooler weather. 
We also had a lot of fun on the bus ride and on the way home as well! Secor Farms made quite the impression 
on students, we are still talking about the fun we had! 

!
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We continued our weekly letter study. The letters we learned about this month were O, A, D, G, and M. To 
reinforce letter recognition and sounds, students have been participating in multisensory instructional activities 
such as finding “mystery letters” in watercolor, rainbow tracing, making letters out of play doh, stamps, cut/
paste activities, remembering songs/dances about each letter, and more. Everyone is doing a fantastic job! 

We also began a new theme towards the end of the month in our Tools of the Mind curriculum. As we 
transitioned from the Family theme, we began making props for the Grocery theme. To support our new play 
theme, we talked about the different sections of a grocery store such as the deli, produce aisle, flower shop, and 
check out area.  Students have had tremendous fun making the props and incorporating them into their play! 
      
Pre K  Age 4 Full Day Inclusion- Mrs. Hahn 
  
We are in full swing here in Pre-k 4. There has been so many fun learning activities going on in our classroom 
this month.  We launched our second theme: Grocery Store. The children helped transform our classroom into 
different areas within a supermarket. We have a market, bakery, flower shop, and deli.  They have taken on the 
roles of the various employees and customers that are found in the supermarket. 

!
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This month we also went on our first field trip to Secor Farms in Mahwah. The students got to see some live 
animals .  We took a fun hayride to pick our very own pumpkins.  We ended our trip with some freshly picked 
apples.  We really enjoyed our first trip!  

This month in our Science Investigation, we explored pumpkins.  We learned about the different parts of a 
pumpkin.  We measured our pumpkin using paper clips and blocks.  Then we got to explore the inside of the 
pumpkin.  Every student had the opportunity to scoop out some of the pulp and seeds. Then they seperated the 
seeds from the pulp.  We saved the seeds for parts of a pumpkin activity.  We also carved our pumpkin and 
named him Jack! 
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Pre K Age 4 Full Day- Mrs. Rightmyer 

We had a great time in Pre-K this October!  We started out the month by continuing our Family Theme. 
Children had a great time pretending to be family members making dinner, washing clothes, reading stories, 
brushing their teeth and even painting the garage in our pretend centers!  Towards the end of the month, we 
started our next Tools of the Mind Theme: Grocery Store.  We have a pretend checkout counter, a flower shop, a 
deli, a bakery, and even a farmers market. The children are learning so many new grocery terms like aisle, 
ingredients, and recipe! 
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This month we had our first field trip to Secor Farms in Mahwah.  The children had a great time riding a hayride 
to a pumpkin patch, picking their own pumpkin, and seeing some farm animals!  It was the perfect day and the 
children are sure to remember this trip for years to come!  Afterwards, we did a fun pumpkin investigation 
where children measured pumpkins, weighed them, and even got to pull out pumpkin seeds! 
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We got to meet our third grade book buddies this month!  The children were so excited and we celebrated by 
reading Crankenstein and making special Frankenstein pudding treats!  We can’t wait to meet with our book 
buddies again next month!  We were so excited to celebrate Halloween and wear our Halloween costumes to 
school.  The children had a Halloween party and participated in a school wide Halloween Parade.  It was such a 
fun month!  

                                                 
Pre K Age 3 Half/Full Day- Mrs. Schwartz 

October has been a spook-tackular month in Pre-K 3!  We launched our new Tools of the Mind theme…Grocery 
Store.  Our dramatic play center is now the checkout area where the shelves are stocked and there is a cash 
register.  The Table Top Center is now the farmer’s market stocked with lots of produce and bushels of fun.  The 
Blocks Center is BJ’s where the children are enjoying buying in bulk.  The Science Center is the deli, where 
students can take orders and make sandwiches.  The Art Center is the bakery.  The students love baking 
delicious treats such as cupcakes and cookies in the oven.  The Literacy Center has transformed into a flower 
shop where the children can make beautiful floral arrangements and bouquets.  The class loves assuming the 
many different roles which help to make a grocery store run smoothly. 
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The Pre-K classes also went on a field trip to Secor Farm in Mahwah, NJ this month.  We loved taking the 
school bus with our friends and teachers.  It was so much fun seeing the animals, taking a hayride and picking 
our own pumpkins to take home.  Ms. Kristin picked a really big pumpkin which she carved in class.  We had a 
great time pulling out all of the seeds and exploring what is on the inside of a pumpkin.  
  
Another highlight in October was learning about colors.  We read the story, The Chocolate Chip Ghost and 
created our own class book based on the story.  We had so much fun sorting colorful spiders and using our fine 
motor skills to sort different colored pom poms to place on fall trees.   

The end of the month was just as amazing as the beginning as students got into costume and marched in our 
Doyle School Halloween Parade.  It was so exciting to participate in this school wide event!  Our Pre-K class 
also enjoyed our class party and special Halloween activities which our class moms planned for us.  We can’t 
wait to see what the month of November has in store. 

  

Kindergarten- Ms. Focarino 

We have had so many adventures this month in Kindergarten! We have followed the characters in the Magic 
Tree House Series, Jack and Annie, all over the place. Jack and Annie have taken us to walk with the dinosaurs 
in prehistoric times. We are now learning about medieval times and knights with Jack and Annie in The Magic 
Tree House: The Knight at Dawn. We are enjoying dramatizing the adventures in our centers every day! We are 
continuing to familiarize ourselves with letter sounds. We are now even starting to read and write different 
words. We just started learning different word families. We are excited to watch Q and U join together during 
out “QU Wedding.”  

During our math time, we work hard on recognizing quantities 1-10. We have learned very quickly how to write 
numbers 5-8 correctly. We have even made some songs and rhymes to help us remember!  

During our center time, we have learned about patterns and how to recognize what is coming next in a pattern. 
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Kindergarten- Ms. Goodlin 

We have been focusing on many topics in class. For morning work we have been working our alphabet and 
focusing on a letter each week.  

In reading and writing class, we have been reading, writing and acting out Magic Tree House stories; we are 
currently reading the Knights at Dawn and learned a lot of background knowledge about Medieval Times.   

Our math topics have been identifying, counting and writing numerals 6-10 and comparing larger and smaller 
numbers.   

In science, we have focused on how plants grow.  

In health class, we talked about stranger danger and a visit from the Fire Department.  

In social studies, we focused on topics of bullying, conflict resolution and treating people with respect. 

Kindergarten- Mrs. Pagliocca 

October has been a time where we have seen such growth in social, emotional, and academics with our class.  
We have come together as a school family and are soaring with learning so many new concepts. The children 
are very excited coming to school to see what each day will bring. 
We started the Magic Treehouse books and met Jack and Annie.   We went back to the time of the dinosaurs and 
learned many facts about them.  The children thought it was amazing to find out that the dinosaurs had feathers!     

We also had a program about fire safety with our wonderful local volunteer firefighters.  Mrs. Pagliocca’s class 
wants to give a big thanks to all of them.  We appreciate how they help protect our community and keep us 
safe!!   

Halloween is always an exciting time in kindergarten.  What a terrific way to end the month of October with a 
parade and party!     
       
Kindergarten(Inclusion)- Ms. Sanzari/Ms. Paskas 

October was an exciting month for our class. We have been moving along with our program “Tools of the 
Mind”. The children enjoyed listening, making props and dramatizing several fairytales. Our class was 
transformed into Medieval Times as we read The Knight at Dawn from The Magic Tree House series. The 
children loved viewing the power point that gave the students background information about the place Jack and 
Annie visited.  

Each day the children are busy working on scaffolded writing activities.  
Children write during opening exercises with message of the day, at center time when they write their center 
plans or chapter summary.  
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In addition, every day we learned a new letter! Our students are almost done with learning all the letters and the 
sound it makes. We are applying our sounds to our writing and starting to read new words. They are doing an 
amazing job.  

We have also incorporated many different activities for the children to become self- regulated which is such an 
important component of the Tools Program. We are observing many ways that the children are becoming 
successful.  

We finished the month with Halloween! We had a blast at our Halloween party and the parade. It was a great 
day.  

Speech Therapist- Ms. Allen 

Therapy Session Activities: 

We continue to work hard during speech class in our small group/ individual speech therapy sessions. Speech 
instruction for all students is working toward complete carryover of accurate sound productions and/or 
improvement of language goals. Therapy sessions are individualized to each child’s needs, and technology of 
the iPad is being incorporated into therapy sessions as appropriate. 

Speech- Ms. Amadeo 

Therapy Session Activities 

We started off the month with a ghost craft to get in the Halloween spirit! I incorporated each child’s goal in this 
activity. If a child has language goals, I had them think of words that had to do with Fall or Halloween. If a 
child has articulation goals, I had the children think of words that had to do with Fall or Halloween that 
included their speech sound. We thought of words together as a group and then completed the craft. For children 
in Pre-K or Kindergarten, I targeted goals such as following directions, increasing MLU (I see a ghost!) and 
requesting items (glue please!). This was a great activity that I could incorporate everyone’s goals so every child 
could participate. After, I hung up the ghosts in my speech room and put a sign saying “Speech is Boo-tiful!”  
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Occupational Therapy- Ms. Petosa 

Therapy Session Activities

  During the month of October, therapeutic relationships continued to grow and routines during occupational 
therapy sessions were formed. Student groups for sessions were adjusted as well as the time in which students 
were taken for their therapy to better meet the individual needs of each student. The main project completed this 
month for the Pre-K and kindergarten students was a Halloween themed silly spider hat. This craft was 
motivating to students but also helped to target individual goals. The craft addressed fine motor/visual 
perceptual skills, pincer grasp, bilateral coordination, hand-eye coordination, dexterity, and scissor skills. Goals 
worked on included creating pre-writing strokes and cutting vertical lines and simple shapes as well as 
sequencing, direction following, and attention to task (Please see image below of student’s completed project). 
Children that have handwriting goals continue to work on their Hand Writing Without Tears Workbook in order 
to improve all graphomotor parameters as well as incorporating multisensory approach to learning letter 
formation via HWWT chalkboards, tracing letters in shaving cream and sand, and use of wiki-stix. 
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Grade 1 Mrs. Franchini/Ms. Garcia 

The month of October has been full of fun and learning! We are now set in our everyday routines, and have 
really gotten into academics! I can see the personalities of each of my students come out, and I am excited to 
continue learning about them as well as watching them grow as learners. In the last month, we have made great 
steps in our mathematical understanding. Our class is now on to topic 4! So far, we have spent a great deal of 
time on subtracting, addition, and “making ten” by using a ten frame. We are able to use our own class 
manipulatives to make discoveries in math and have a conceptual understanding of math strategies. Calendar 
meetings are becoming easier, and my students now can say what the complete date is, what day tomorrow will 
be, what day yesterday was, and the weather! It is exciting to see them grasp math and build new knowledge to 
achieve even greater success.  

In literacy, we have finally started centers! Each day, the students are either doing reading comprehension, 
listening to reading on the IPad, guided reading, spelling patterns, or red words. Every day this rotates, and the 
kids love to see what they will be working on each day! Centers have become a great time to not only build 
more understanding of literacy skills, but also use various types of learning (auditory, visual, kinesthetic, etc.). 
We are doing a great job with our red words each week, and sometimes even get to play “Sparkle, Sparkle!” 
Reader’s workshop is also getting very fun for the students. They now know how to read with a partner, and 
what they can share with that partner during reading time. We get to discuss as a class what we’ve learned as 
well. I love seeing the students sitting around the class on pillows or the carpet and genuinely enjoy reading!  

Writing in first grade has also become more complex, but exciting! The kids have learned how to retell a story. 
We say a chant each day going over the “story elements.” This chant is not only fun to say, but has really 
improved our class’ understanding of the story elements. In my class, we also learned how to write a recipe! 
Each student was able to make his or her very own S’mores recipe that was tied into a cute craft! Not only are 
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my students improving with writing, but they are also learning what a noun is. They are now able to tell me 
what a common noun and proper noun is. Soon we will learn about verbs…. I cannot wait!  

Lastly, all of first grade has been continuing to do a great job learning Spanish through Rosetta Stone. Most 
students have been logging in and starting the “app” with little to no help! They get the opportunity to practice 
talking into the “app”, and hearing what the words sound like. I even here the kids say Spanish words 
throughout the day! I love having technology in the classroom and I am excited to see all the Spanish they learn 
throughout the year.  

I am very thrilled to finish the month of October with such happiness and success. I am ready to see what 
November has in store!  

Grade 1- Ms. Cortina 

October was a great month! We decorated our room with pumpkins, bats, and many Halloween crafts! We read 
the book There Was and Old Lady Who Swallowed a Bat! By Lucille Colandro, and we practiced our 
sequencing skills by remembering the order of the things the old lady ate!  

In word study, we learned consonant digraphs, the doubling rule -ss,-ll,-ff,-zz, and compound words.  

In reader’s workshop, we have learned how to read with a partner and share ideas. My students enjoy reading 
EEKK with their partners! (elbow to elbow, knee to knee), and sitting back to back to read privately. They love 
to share with their partners their favorite part of the story and make connections with the book that they’re 
reading. We have been practicing retelling stories from beginning, middle, and end. 

In math, we finished up to Topic 3 so far! In Topic 2, we learned how subtraction number sentences can be used 
to show missing part subtraction situations, and how inverse relationship between addition and subtraction can 
be used to find subtraction facts. In Topic 3, we learned how to recognize numbers on a ten-frame, and how a 
known part of ten can be used to find the missing part. We are currently working on Topic 4 Addition and 
Subtraction Facts to 12.	

In writer’s workshop, we finished our first unit on personal narratives. We learned to apply COPS to our 
writing! We are always making sure that we are using capitalization, organization, punctuation, and spelling 
before we publish our writing. We learned how to write a friendly letter to someone.	

In social studies, we have been learning about why it is important to follow rules and laws. We talked about the 
difference between rights and responsibilities. We learned about different types of leaders. We discussed that we 
have leaders at home, school, and in our community.	

Grade 1- Ms. Cucuzza 

In reader’s workshop, we have started our second unit of study. In this unit, students are learning how to 
maintain their focus during independent reading time. Through daily mini lessons, students have learned how to 
share what they’ve read with their reading partners. They have also learned to track their reading by using post-
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it notes. Our class continues to work hard on building reading stamina during quiet reading time!  I am so proud 
of all the progress that our class has made with our reading since the start of the school year!  

In word study, students have learned many new phonics patterns using the Orton-Gillingham three-part drill. 
Students have mastered the doubling rule, as well as L blends. Every day, we have much practice encoding and 
decoding these words. Additionally, students rotate between five literacy centers to reinforce reading, writing, 
and phonics skills. The center rotation includes guided reading with the teacher, listening to reading, red word 
work, green word work, and writing. Students look forward to this time every day and love working together 
with peers.  

Children have completed topic two in the EnVision Math Series. Throughout the topic, Understanding 
Subtraction, students learned how to subtract using the part-part-whole strategy. They now understand the 
relationship between addition and subtraction. Students have also completed Topic 3, five and ten Relationships. 
In this topic, students learned how to represent and recognize numbers on a ten-frame. They also learned how to 
find missing parts of 10. We also took time to graph our favorite seasons! Students were proud to hang their 
work in the hallway for all their friends to see.  

!  

In writing, students are getting the hang of Zaner Bloser’s 6 Traits of Writing. Students have learned many 
different forms of narrative writing. Students very much enjoyed how to write a friendly letter. We had so much 
fun writing letters to different students in the school, as well as friends they haven’t seen in a while. We have 
now begun informative writing and have started creating recipes for our class recipe book. 
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We had a blast celebrating Red Ribbon Week. Our class participated in a number of events throughout the week 
to support the Red Ribbon Campaign. We pledged to make good decisions in the future regarding drugs and 
alcohol. We also had so much fun celebrating Halloween and walking in the annual parade!  

Grade 1- Mrs. Jupinka 

During our literacy block, we have completed all of the short vowel sounds. We have begun working with our 
diagraph friends; so far we have met Chomping Charlie, Shopping Shirley and have just been introduced to 
Thoughtful Thelma. We have learned many spelling rules. During our Readers Workshop, the children have 
been introduced to many ways to read independently as well as with their partners.  The children are doing well 
in this area! 

In math, we continue to work with addition and subtraction strategies most recently using ten frames and tables. 
The children look forward to Math Club each Friday. We began our Mad Minutes practice. At the beginning of 
each math period, the children get a worksheet with 26 addition problems. We start with 5 minutes and each day 
after it becomes 1 minute less. This is done with the same problems for those 4 days. They get a new set of 
problems every 4 days. We will be also completing subtraction as well. They seem to love the challenge! 

Health had a very busy month. We started the month with Respect Week reading many books and creating 
posters to show ways that we can be respectful. We continued the month with Fire Safety Week. We read books 
and made our own fire safety book. Our month continued with Violence Awareness. We read many books and 
had a great discussion on the topic. Our month ended with Red Ribbon Week. We read many books and made 
puppets. We concluded with Halloween safety as well.  

October ended with our annual Halloween parade. The kids looked fantastic! 

POR/RTI Grade 2- Mrs. Caicedo 

  
  
Happy Fall! October was an exciting month in the Resource Center! We continue to work daily on our phonics 
and decoding skills using the Orton-Gillingham multisensory reading program, and Reading Workshop where 
we focus on decoding and comprehension skills, such as different types of text, learning about our schema and 
making connections.  We explored books that are on our reading level and of interest to us and practiced 
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decoding skills learned in Orton-Gillingham. Additionally, we began to apply skills and strategies learned in 
reading workshop and Orton-Gillingham, while reading independently and conferencing with the teacher. Some 
very important skills being taught and reviewed are initial consonant sounds and ending sounds. Finally, we 
have been using guided reading books from Reading A-Z and articles from Readworks to help with fluency and 
comprehension skills. 
  
Finally, RTI testing has been occurring and groups are being made. First Grade RTI classes will be meeting on a 
weekly basis where students will been working on decoding, encoding and phonemic awareness through Orton-
Gillingham and reading comprehension skills using resources from Reading A-Z. 

Kidz Care Club is off to an amazing start! Thank you to all of the kiddos who come to each meeting and help 
out. During the month of October, we teamed up with Jersey Cares to collect used Halloween costumes for 
children in need. We will partner with Jersey Cares again in November and collect used winter coats for adults 
and children.  

POR/RTI Grades K & 1- Ms. Humphrey  

October has been a very exciting month for my kindergarten class. We have learned 
more letters and sounds. Every day we practice our letters and sounds in a different 
way. The children love using play dough and white boards to make letters. Every Friday the 
students bring in an object from home to share with the class to match our letter of 
the week. The students are doing so well remembering their clues for the objects. 
This month we started to read Knight at Dawn from the Magic Tree House book 
series. The students learned different facts about moats, knights, and castles. 
Every day the students listened to a chapter from the book, drew a picture, wrote a 
message, and acted out the chapter. The students also built their own castle using toys and blocks. 

In math, we have been learning how to write our numbers from 1-10. The students 
really enjoy watching the enVision Math videos every day.  

I can’t wait to see how much more my kindergarteners learn in November! 

POR/RTI Grade 3- Mrs. Gibney 

Can you believe that October is over? 

In language arts class, we have now reviewed second grade learned phonetic sounds, and are now delving into 
new phonemic patterns.  This month, we discovered that “y” actually makes four sounds!  We also concentrated 
on the hard and soft “c” and “g” sounds, and ended the month with -ge and -dge endings.  We continue to 
review red words and work on our sentence structure. 

For reading comprehension, we completed our second Flat Stanley book.  We concentrated on making 
predictions and finding the main idea.  For writing, we are working on our personal narratives and hope to have 
a publishing party very soon. 
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In math, we completed the second topic in the EnVision math series and made it halfway through Topic 3.  We 
covered rounding to the nearest ten and hundred, estimating, and adding three digit numbers. 

We are looking forward to a fun November! 

Grade 2- Mrs. Neumuller/Mrs. Albanese 

!  

Fall took its time but finally arrived!  
   
We welcomed it in by proving inverse relationships and doubles facts with our, “If, then…Pumpkins” lining the 
hall. Spooky math continued all month long with Haunted House Fact Families and Candy Corn Place Value 
centers!  

Our second grade readers and writers workshop focused on working efficiently with partners and identifying 
important details in our favorite books. With these strategies in place, we are ready to attack nonfiction texts for 
information on our favorite people and places.  

Imaginations ran wild during writing period when the class took on the mindset of Columbus, fire fighters and 
cranky Frankenstein. Expressing ourselves in writing as other characters has set us up to develop our own 
personal narratives. We will share these with one another soon with our own publishing party! 

Autumn continues in November! Can’t wait to see what these second graders will do next!  
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Grade 2- Ms. Delatorre  

In math, students have used strategies to find addition and subtraction facts. They compared numbers, read and 
wrote numbers for numbers 0-99, and identified even and odd numbers. They used data from a chart to solve 
problems. We just started Topic 10, which focuses on numbers up to 1,000. They are continuing to take their 2 
minute math tests to improve their automaticity. We continue to practice for their topic tests, using an interactive 
review game called Kahoot on the IPads.  

In reading, students have finished the first unit of reader’s workshop. They have formed reading partnerships 
and then used specific strategies while reading to tackle tricky words, recommend books, and respond and react. 
Students retold a book for Halloween called Creepy Carrots. Below are some examples.  Students have started 
the nonfiction unit, which focuses on text features to help them learn more about the text.  
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Students have started reading centers, (Daily 5) and read independently on their reading levels to practice their 
fluency. 

      
Students learned how pronouns take the place of a noun. They also learned how to use collective nouns when 
referring to specific groups. They learned about verbs and completed a project about how they eat their donuts. 
They are currently studying adverbs. 

In writing, students completed their personal narratives. We had our first publishing party to celebrate their hard 
work. They are currently working on “how to” writing and selected a topic that they will soon explain, using 
transition words and details. They continue to learn about formation of uppercase and lowercase letters in 
handwriting. 

In social studies, students learned about ways to be a good citizen, and why laws are important in a community. 
We discussed Christopher Columbus and his importance. They were introduced to the government and the three 
legislative branches. To reinforce these branches, they completed a project which focused on the jobs and 
responsibilities of each branch. 
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Grade 2- Mrs. Engel/Mrs. Micowski 

For the month of October the students have been very busy participating in many fun activities that pertain to 
learning.  The students created a “Spooktacular Neighborhood” for our bulletin board outside of our classroom.  
The students generated interactive “haunted houses” by selecting addition facts to solve.  The students applied 
addition strategies such as count on, doubles, or near doubles to solve the addition facts that were on their 
houses.    

In reader’s workshop we have been constructing our “reading lives.”  The students have been talking to their 
reading partners to grow as readers.   They have learned how to discuss and recommend books to their reading 
partners.  The students have also learned how to solve their own reading problems like 
adult readers.  

The students were very excited to publish their “Small Moment” personal narrative 
pieces in writer’s workshop.  The students enhanced their writing pieces by using 
strong leads, dialogue, sound words, thoughts/feelings, show not tell, and strong 
endings.   

The students were also excited to watch their teacher carve a pumpkin into a jack-o-
lantern.  After observing the steps of carving a pumpkin the children wrote the 
directions of “How to Carve a Pumpkin.”  First, they started with a material list.  
Then they used transition words to help explain the directions. Finally, they drew 
detailed pictures to show their readers how to carve a pumpkin.  

In math, we have completed Topics three and five.   The students have been counting back 1, 2, or 3 to subtract.  
They have been using addition to help them subtract.  The students have also been working with place value.  
They have been identifying groups of ten and ones.  The students have been reading and writing number words.  
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They used a 100 chart to find 1 more, 1 less, 10 more, and 10 less.  The students have been using symbols (<,>, 
=) to compare numbers.  They also have been identifying numbers as odd or even. 

We are using multi-sensory techniques from Orton-Gillingham program to learn how to spell and read words 
during word study. The students have learned how to tap out two syllable compound words.  The students have 
also learned how to use the meaning of the two smaller words in the compound word to help define the 
compound word.   They have reviewed how to spell long vowel words with magic “e” and apply this spelling 
rule when spelling two syllable words that contain magic “e”.  We have also reviewed the sounds of l blends (bl, 
cl, fl, gl, pl, & sl) and r blends (br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr, & tr). 

In science, the students continued to learn about plants.   As scientist we conducted various experiments to 
answer scientific questions. The children learned about the importance of pollination through hands on activity.  
The students pretended to be bees.  They buzzed to different flowers and collected/spread pollen (cheese balls) 
from plant to plant.  Due to all of their hard work the plants in our classroom will be able to produce seeds that 
can be planted to repeat the life cycle of a plant. Students finished the unit on plants by learning about seed 
dispersal and created various seeds out of paper to see how they would travel.   

Grade 2- Ms. Vega 

!  

Second Grade started their journey around the world. To accompany our nonfiction unit, students learned about 
Dia de los Muertos (Day of the Dead) in Mexico. We learned about the holiday and what it entails and 
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compared it to our holiday of Halloween. We all read short passages about both Halloween and Dia de los 
Muertos and created a life-size Venn diagram to compare and contrast the two. 

!  

!  
In math, we finished our Topic 2 (Addition Strategies) and Topic 3 (Subtraction Strategies) Units and started our 
Topic 5 (Place Value) Unit. For Halloween, we Math-or-Treated! As a review of what we learned in our 
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previous topics and what we’ve recently learned for place value, students went around the room to complete a 
math center. When we heard Halloween music start to play we yelled “Math-or- Treat!” and collected our treat 
from the center and rotated to the next.  

!  

!  
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Grade 3- Mrs. Campagna 

It is hard to believe that the first marking period is coming to an end!  All of my students are thriving as third 
graders.  I am very proud of them!  They continue to strengthen their independent and organizational skills.  My 
third graders are experts at switching classes, writing in their planners, and packing up to go home. These 
amazing students can also add “technology wiz” to their impressive skill set.  They are experts at using their 
Chromebooks!  Google has certainly become the key word during instructional time.  Google Docs and Google 
Classroom are powerful educational tools.  Next up...Google Slides!     

In reader’s workshop all of my students spent the month mastering the skill of finding the main idea of a 
passage, paragraph, and book.  Details and evidence were cited to support the main idea.  Students completed a 
fun center by stating the main idea of their favorite television shows and movies.  My students completed their 
first class novel!  Great job!!  As students move to the next novel they are anxious to meet new characters and 
discover new story plots. 

In literacy periods 3&4, the HP students finished their adventure with Gordie.  Lively Book Talks revealed that 
while Gordie focused on perfection all he really needed to focus on was playing cards and peanut butter!  The 
students enjoyed the many plot twists.  While concentrating on character traits, students also made incredible 
predictions.  Evidence was cited to sharpen and improve comprehension skills.  Vocabulary words were applied 
to written response and were placed in our class dictionary.  My HP students had a great day in Ms. Kelly’s Pre-
K!  Book buddying was a great way for the oldest in the school to meet the youngest in the school!  We read 
Crankenstein...yes “Crank”enstein and made Crankenstein green pudding treats!  It was a great time! 

In literacy periods 6&7, the students completed their journey with the hysterical Judy Moody.  Judy’s luck 
changed from good to bad and back to good again as she traveled to the National Spelling Bee in Washington 
DC.  Students discovered that Judy was good at many things including pig sitting!   Thought was good luck 
because of her lucky penny began reading about the funny and unpredictable Judy Moody.  Book Talks in our 
story circle allowed students to use their best reading voices to bring Judy’s adventure to life!  Students were 
happy when they discovered that Judy did not need her lucky penny in order for things to go Judy’s way. 
 Students investigated Judy Moody’s web site and read about the other book titles in her series. 

In writer’s workshop, students completed and published their first two writing pieces.  I am so proud of their 
developing writing skills.  The personal narratives and friendly letters that were shared on their Google Docs 
truly impressed me!  Our next unit will concentrate on informational text.  During this unit, students will learn 
to compare and contrast different types of text and topics.  New web sites will be introduced and students learn 
to read and respond to nonfiction text, articles and videos.  Our grammar unit this month concentrated on 
sentence structure.  Students were hard at work finding the subject & predicate of a sentence as well as 
identifying the 4 types of sentences.  Our next grammar unit will concentrate on the different types of nouns. 

In social studies, students continued to master the necessary skills for completing an open book assessment. 
 Students read about the many explorers who helped make the United States what it is today! 

Halloween was a huge success!  Thank you to the class moms and the PTA for an awesome party! 

Please email me with any questions or concerns at bcampagna@wood-ridgeschools.org.   
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Please visit my web page on the Wood-Ridge Schools website for homework and important information... 
 Please continue to check your child’s planner each night. 

Grade 3- Mrs. Hynes 

Math:  We wrapped up our chapter on rounding by recording a “Rounding Rap” video and “World Premiering” 
the video in our classroom!  We also continued the tradition of the Doyle School Pumpkin Seed contest.  
Students from the HP class rehearsed a short script to be read in each classroom and brought the pumpkin for all 
to see and make their guesses.  After guessing was complete, students scooped out seeds and counted them 
before determining the winners for each class.  Special thanks to Mr. Albro for graciously accepting our 
invitation to cut open the pumpkin!  Classes also began exploring various methods of adding and subtracting 3 
and 4 digit numbers.  Exposing students to various methods of solving addition and subtraction problems, 
allows them to “think outside the box” and gives them opportunities to see there is often more than one correct 
way to find a solution to a problem! 
  
Social Studies:  Students this month focused on chapters about how the environment influences communities. 
 Students were able to consider what aspects of the environment may have influenced their families’ decisions 
to live in Wood-Ridge as well as what aspects of the environment may influence them someday when they 
choose a place to live.  We also learned about the exploration and discovery of North America in our chapter 
about explorers.  Students were very interested in the many reasons European explorers set sail, what they 
discovered, and how it led to the beginning of our own country.     
  
Special October Happenings:  Students completed lessons on Anti-Bullying and Red Ribbon Week.  Students 
discussed the importance of having a safe school environment and how bullying can affect all students in a 
school.  Students also participated in the CAP program where they learned how to deal with and stop bullying.  
Also discussed this month was the importance of saying no to drugs during red ribbon week.  Students 
participated in theme days and completed various activities and classroom discussions about saying no to drugs 
and staying healthy.  
  

! !  
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Grade 3- Ms. Moccia 

In math class this month, we covered Topics two and three. In Topic two, we concentrated on rounding 
numbers.  We learned how to round numbers to the nearest ten and hundred.  To help us become better at 
rounding we learned rounding rules and chanted rounding rhymes as a class. We also used rounding to estimate 
and check if our answers were reasonable.  In Topic three, we concentrated on adding and subtracting three digit 
numbers.  The students are excited to be finishing up Topic three and moving on to our new topic of 
multiplication!  

This month in literacy, we continued to work on our novel study text, Third Grade Angels.  As we read, we 
continued to build on our reading skills. So far we have worked on character traits, prediction, and main idea.  
The students have also been busy writing! They wrapped of their first writing piece, which was a personal 
narrative.  We are now working on writing friendly letters. 

This month in social studies, we have learned a lot about our government and different communities.  In Topic 
3, we learned about the French, Spanish, and English explorers.  We discussed how all of these explorers 
traveled to the Americas.  We also discussed the causes and effects of the American Revolution.   

The month of October covered many important issues.  This month we learned about Respect, Violence 
Vandalism Awareness, and Red Ribbon Week.  In class we discussed the topics of Respect and Violence 
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together.  We shared ways to show respect and how to be violence free.  This month we also celebrated Red 
Ribbon Week, which is a pledge to be drug free.  As a class we created a list of the top ten reasons to be drug 
free. 

Art- Mrs. Amerman 

The Pre-K artists created art with letters and numbers inspired by the work of Jasper Johns. They chose one 
letter and one number and traced them on paper in a color of their choice. Then they painted their letters and 
numbers with the primary colors (red, blue, and yellow) and white.  
  
The kindergarten artists finished their storytelling owl collages inspired by Eric Carle. Then they created 
dinosaurs with rainbow bodies and arms/legs/heads/tails made from the scraps of painted paper left over from 
the owl collages.  

The first grade artists finished their group murals inspired by Reggie Laurent. Then they created clay bowls 
using the coil technique. We started this lesson with a discussion about whether or not they think pottery is art, 
and how people have different opinions on that.  

The second grade artists finished their camouflaged word paintings inspired by Jasper Johns. Then they engaged 
in a peer critique called The Art Sandwich. They used this method to critique one of their classmates’ 
camouflaged word paintings. They have also begun landscape drawings inspired by Grandma Moses to learn 
how to create the illusion of space in their art, which they will finish in November.  

The third grade artists finished their Nonobjective art inspired by Wassily Kandinsky. They also began realistic 
drawings of cakes inspired by Wayne Thiebaud, which they will finish in November.  

Physical Education- Mr. Aranda 

For the month of October the students in grades Pre-K – 1 have continued to work on the development of their 
locomotor skills, which includes various ways to travel about. In addition to showing mechanically sound 
locomotor movements the students were to also display good body control and environmental awareness when 
moving about in a space that’s being shared by others. Some of the most common examples of locomotor 
movements include but are not limited to; walking, jogging, skipping, hopping, and running.  

Furthermore, throwing & catching are a few skills that have been a common focus for all students ( PK-3 ) 
throughout the past month. The students have been learning proper throwing mechanics as well as the different 
ways an object can be thrown. Along with throwing students were simultaneously learning the correct technique 
of how to catch an object that has been thrown. Students were given ample opportunities to practice throwing & 
catching through a variety of activities which are meant not only to help develop the aforementioned skills but 
are also made to help students build their confidence while having fun.  

Additionally our second & third graders have been introduced to the PACER, which is an acronym that stands 
for Progressive Aerobic Cardiovascular Endurance Run. The PACER is a fitness assessment used to measure 
aerobic capacity or cardiovascular endurance. It is a multistage fitness test adapted from the 20-meter shuttle 
run. This assessment is progressive in intensity – it is easy at the beginning and gets harder at the end. The 
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progressive nature of the test provides a built-in warm-up and helps children to pace themselves effectively. The 
test has also been set to music to create a valid, fun alternative to the customary distance run test for measuring 
aerobic capacity.  

The PACER is recommended for all ages, and for a number of reasons, including the following:  
• All students are more likely to have a positive experience in performing the PACER.  
• The PACER helps students learn the skill of pacing.  
• Students who have a poorer performance will finish first and not be subjected to the embarrassment of 

being the last person to complete the test.  

Music- Mr. LaBelle 

First, second , and third graders have been reviewing pitch, rhythm and lyrics for songs and  practicing reading 
notes on the staff by identifying line and space notes ,labeling notes with the appropriate letter name , and 
playing songs in groups and individually on the xylophones.  
Students also finished up learning about classical and modern composers, respectively. 
  
Kindergarten and Pre-K have been preparing: On Top of Spaghetti, America, the Beautiful, You're a Grand Old 
Flag and Let's Go Fly a Kite.  

Pre-K is working on Hakuna Matata, Five Little Ducks, Bingo, and Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah.  

Kindergarten and Pre-K students have also started using the alphabet to play early childhood folk songs on the 
xylophones such as Mary Had a Little Lamb and Three Blind Mice. 

ESL- Ms. Manicone 

Earlier this month we finished up a unit on animals and how they move.  The students made books, describing 
how different animals move and were able to demonstrate correct subject/verb agreement. 

Our next unit covers sequencing and parts of a pumpkin.  The students learned a song about the stem, vine, skin 
and ribs of a pumpkin.  We talked about the parts, and the life cycle of a pumpkin, and the steps of how to make 
a jack o lantern. 

The students made their own Jack -o- Lanterns and wrote about the process. 

Library/Media- Mrs. Diaz 
 Catherine Doyle Media students in grade 3 began working on Google Slides and will research famous inventors and 
inventions.  Students were given a choice of 6 inventors and inventions to research. Grade 3 also learned how to use 
Google Classroom, Google Docs, and an introduction to Google Forms as part of their research development. 
  
In grades K - 2, students are learning keyboarding skills that will help them throughout their school career. Examples 
include: learning the home row, maneuvering the mouse, hot to click and drag as well as cut and paste. 
  
Circulation Reminder 
Books can be returned every day during school hours. Children may check out books for a 2 week period with 2 renewals 
allowed. We do not charge fines for overdue books. However, fines are charged for lost or damaged books. Our first 
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overdue notice is sent home after 30 days, with a second notice following at 60 days. After 60 days a third notice is issued, 
along with the replacement cost. Report cards will not be issued at the end of the year to students who have overdue books 
or unpaid fines. 

DOYLE ANNUAL HALLOWEEN PARADE 

STEP RIGHT UP TO THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH… 
DOYLE SCHOOL! 

              !  

HAPPY HALLOWEEN!!! 
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 Intermediate School                                                                                                                                              

Grade 4 – Barrows 
ELA 

 October was an exciting month in Language Arts! We brought our Realistic Fiction unit to a close, and 
finished our first class novel, Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing! While finishing the story, we focused on setting, 
mood, and tone. We also discussed the meaning of empathy, and how readers can use their understanding of 
empathy to better understand a character’s motives. 

We also began our Writer’s Workshop Unit. Students have begun mastering the writing process, and are 
building new writing skills. Some of which include “show, don’t tell”, writing strong “writing hooks”, 
establishing setting, and using adjectives to write descriptive sentences. We will continue building on these 
skills throughout November.  
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Social Studies  

October was also an exciting month for my Social Studies classes! We have been learning about the 
Lenni Lenape Native American tribe, and their ways of life. We learned about how the Lenape built shelter, how 
they obtained their food, and other aspects of how they lived! Now that we are Lenape experts, students will be 
using their knowledge to create their own Lenape Village dioramas! 

This project based learning approach is a great way to ensure that students are understanding the 
textbook material. It encourages students to work collaboratively with their group members, and be responsible 
for their share of the project. 

Students have already started bringing in materials for the projects, and have been brainstorming and 
sketching models with their groups. The students are very excited about this project, and cannot wait to present 
their dioramas at the end of November! 

Extensions 

  Students have been continuing building on their typing skills during extensions. We have also been 
focusing heavily on developing the students’ social emotional skills. We have been incorporating the Sanford 
Harmony lessons into our classes, along with read-a-louds and writing assignments that aim to teach students to 
accept other people’s beliefs and differences. For example, students read The Invisible Boy. Then, they wrote 
their own writing pieces about a time they felt alone, or unwanted. After writing, we brainstormed different 
ways we can make sure we are being tolerant of other’s differences, and how we can show kindness to students 
who may be feeling like the main character of the story. 
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Grade 4 – Johnson 

            
 Science – We finished our unit on weathering and erosion.   
This discussed the slow weathering processes.  We are continuing the concepts by focusing on some of the 
processes that cause rapid changes to earth’s landforms.  These include earthquakes, volcanoes, landslides and 
others.  To begin, we concentrated on how volcanoes are formed. We will then learn what causes an earthquake.  
Children are using a variety of methods to gather and present information about such things to help them with 
their understanding.  Hopefully we will be seeing some construction of volcanoes and earthquake resistant 
homes. 

Math 1- This month the children completed Topic 4, which reviewed adding and subtracting problems with 
larger numbers.  The children continue to strengthen their problem solving skills by working on various types of 
problems which involve making charts and pictures to help solve the problems.  We have also worked on 
multiplying 2, 3, and 4-digit numbers by 1-digit multipliers.  Students practiced their multiplication skills by 
completing centers and playing card games in which they had to construct a number to arrive at the largest 
products.  We will continue these skills with multiplying with even larger numbers with 2-digit multipliers.   

Math 2 –  This group has been concentrating on place value and working with larger numbers.  We’ve used 
white boards and other various manipulatives, which help students to visualize, as well as have fun.  We 
completed different center activities as a culmination and review of the chapter.  We have also been reviewing 
adding and subtracting problems with larger numbers.  The children are trying to strengthen their problem 
solving skills by working on various types of problems which involve making charts and pictures to help solve 
the problems.   From here we will begin to multiply larger numbers.  As always, we continue to work on writing 
explanations to open ended questions, as well as our mad minutes to practice our basic multiplication facts.  

HAPPY HALLOWEEN 
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Grade 4 – Ripp 

Reading 

Fourth grade students have finished reading our class novel Tales of A Fourth Grade Nothing by Judy Blume. 
The students worked on developing a character theory about Peter, the main character of the book. Each student 
wrote a character analysis to show what they have learned about inferring character traits by analyzing a 
character’s thoughts, feelings, actions, and dialogue.  In addition, the students picked their favorite scene from 
the book and created a small skit to act it out for the class. We had a blast watching each group’s presentations! 

The students really enjoyed working in book clubs groups to complete character center activities. The students 
listened to several read alouds on with their groups and identified character traits and evidence. Other centers 
involved reading stories to analyze character motivation. The students also read a story and reflected through a 
discussion question on our Google Classroom. Students are able to respond to discussion questions and then 
reply to their peers. This allows students to make connections and learn from their classmates.   In order to do 
achieve this the fourth grade students have been hard at work learning how to apply  R.A.C.E. as a strategy for 
responding to a topic  and supporting an idea.  

  The acronym R.A.C.E stands for: 

           R-restating the question 

         A-answering the question in their own words 

         C-citing text evidence using quotations and page numbers 
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         E-explaining evidence and answers to make a meaningful real world connection 

At first glance it may seem like a simple, however, it challenges the students to apply a high level 
critical thinking and inferencing skills.  Applying this strategy gives students a model for supporting their ideas 
and inferences in a powerful way.  The main focus this month was for the students to understand the process of 
applying reasoning and fiding concrete evidence  that illuminates how they arrived at their thought/position of a 
topic. One major goal the students met this month, was learning the language/vocabulary that is essential  to 
effectively communicate their viewpoints. In order to apply R.A.C.E., the first step was for the students to 
become aware of their own thinking/reasoning process and analyzing the cognitive the skills and strategies they 
use to formulate opinions, draw conclusions, and solve problems.  The students have learned to become self 
reflective thinkers and monitor their understanding by continuously pushing themselves to question their own 
ideas and asses the methods  and resources they use to come to their conclusions. The students are able to not 
only teach others their thoughts and ideas but more importantly, they can teach their peers their way of 
thinking.The students have truly taken the lead in the classroom when applying R.A.C.E. to writing and class 
discussions and teach one another how to take a different perspective on the current topic. The students are 
learning the importance of listening to others with an open mind and the advantages of being flexible and 
adaptable in their way of thinking.   

The time we spent this month sitting together discussing, listening, self reflecting, and all helping each 
other work towards the goal of being independent thinkers who have the skills necessary to successful in school 
and in life had created a  classroom community of  respect for one another. They realize that their voice can be a 
powerful tool that can create meaningful change in their lives and the world.   

Writing 

In writing, the students have been  practicing “show not tell”. We have also discussed how to add adjectives to 
our realistic fiction stories. The students wrote their own Fudge Story as a culminating activity after finishing 
the book. They used all they learned about elements of realistic fiction and character development to write a 
chapter that could  
“Fit”  into the novel. They applied the techniques we  studied in Judy Blume’s writing while reading the novel. 
They are looking forward to the upcoming  mini lessons that will help them to  create an engaging storying 
using “show” and not “tell”  to include vivid adjectives that describe the setting and characters in a way that 
helps the reader create visual images . The class  will apply what they have learned about descriptive writing to 
their upcoming writing assignments. We will be working on several activities and centers that will enforce the 
concept of using descriptions in a way that allows the reader to have a sensory experience when they share their 
writing.  

Extensions 

The students have been applying their knowledge of descriptive details in our extension classes this 
month. In the spirit of October and the fall holiday,  the class listened to the read aloud “The Little Shop of 
Monsters”, by R.L. Stein. They took careful notice of how the author described each individual monster. He was 
able to make the monsters come to life  through his use of vivid adjectives, detailed descriptions of their 
personality traits, and kept us on the edge of our seat when he filled us in on the monsters  “special talent” that 
made them so uniquely frightening delightful!   The class felt as though we were really visiting the shop and we 
had to  look over our shoulder a few times  just to make sure there wasn't a monster lurking behind our backs! 
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The students  were inspired by the book to call upon their inner R.L. Stein and create a unique monster that 
could be added to the shop and write a  description so detailed, so vivid, extraordinarily unique and intriguing, 
that R.L Stien himself couldn’t have done it do it better!  
 We have also been using our time in extensions this month to address important issues related to self 
esteem, accepting and appreciating each other’s differences, learning to embrace your own differences and be 
proud to be unique and to have something that makes you stand out from the crowd. We engaged in activities 
that focused on role playing scenarios to help the students learn how to can handle difficult situations that they 
may face in school or at home in a way that shows kindness and respect towards others and ourselves. A big 
focus was on trying to implement small acts of kindness on a daily basis and seeing the impact it has on those 
around you. The students learned how showing an act of kindness is actually good for their health and makes 
them feel better by boosting positive emotions. The more acts of of kindness you do the better you feel and the 
more you can inspire others around you to implement daily acts of kindness into their lives.  
 We have also started to discuss the meaning and importance of self compassion.. We all acknowledge 
that the biggest bully in our lives is the the voice inside our head that tells us why we are not good enough. We 
say things that we would never in a million years say to someone we cared about. We will be continuing to 
work on activities that help students overcome their automatic negative thoughts .In future lessons we will 
discuss how to identify a negative thought, acknowledge it, and then question why your t instead of holding in 
all those bad feelings the best thing to do is reach out to others and talk to others and get an outsider's 
perspective and connect with people who understand and empathize with your feelings as a support system to 
get you through those tough times and know you are never alone. The students all realize that they can never 
truly gain the benefits of spreading kindness to others if they can’t first begin with being kind to themselves.  

Grade 4 – Romoff 

In Math, the students have been working on skills in all the four operations. Children are able to add and 
subtract 4- and 5-digit numbers and will be practicing these skills the entire year. We have also been working on 
multiplication and division skills and concepts. Word problems have been focused on this month and the 
students are learning how to create bar diagrams to make visual representations of the problems. Students are 
very excited to begin learning 1-digit by multi-digit multiplication. 

In Science the students completed the weathering, erosion, and deposition unit. Throughout the unit the class 
enjoyed various activities that demonstrate how weathering of rocks in nature occurs. Students especially 
enjoyed the activities with ramen noodles and fireball candies. The month of October has also been quite the 
explosion of learning. Students have been learning about volcanoes, the layers of the earth, what causes 
volcanoes, and where volcanoes most occur on earth. Students are amazed to learn that the island of Hawaii are 
all created from volcanoes over millions of years from the same hot spot in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. The 
class also learned that in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean is the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. This trench contains 
numerous volcanoes in which pillow lava gently comes out of the volcanoes. When the pillow lava finally 
emerges from the ocean, the island is a gentle hill. The students were interested to compare the two types of 
islands created from volcanoes. 

Grade 5 – Ciliotta 
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Math 
Division Didn’t Scare Us!!! Students worked hard during the month of October to tackle long division and 
working with greater numbers.  Students learned to estimate and relied on their basic fact foundations in order 
to divide and multiply larger numbers.  They are progressing along nicely and should continue to practice their 
basic facts.   We tried a new center activity that incorporated the use of an online QR Scanner.  As a result of 
their hard work, we will be moving forward to our next topic on Volume and Solids.   

Science 
Matter Matters!  Students have learned about the characteristics of all matter as well as how to identify matter 
using properties.  Our investigations this month included learning about a special science family known as The 
Atoms Family and getting all mixed up while learning about mixtures, solutions and compounds and Alloys.  In 
addition to our labs, students also studied the Periodic Table of Elements by working on their Element Tissue 
Box projects.  This year we have a subscriptions to a program that provides students the opportunity to access 
digital, current Science content.  Science A-Z. Students are encouraged to access the sites in school as well as 
home.  Next up, we will  be learning all about Energy and Change. 

! 	

Grade 5 – Muscle 

Language Arts Students continue to read the novel Maniac Magee by Jerry Spinelli. The students discussed 
character traits and how characters affect the story. The students came up with lists of character traits for each of 
the characters in the story and identified textual evidence to justify each trait as it related to each specific 
character. Students also learned how to make inferences. Students worked in centers on different inferring 
activities. Finally, students began analyzing relationships between characters. Students discussed in great detail 
the different relationships between characters in the novel. They discussed the type of relationships and how the 
relationship affected each character’s thoughts, feelings, and actions.  

Students are also excited to be participating in the Vocabulary Bowl sponsored by vocabulary.com. Students are 
working at their own pace through different activities on the website to “master” words. Students obtain 
different amounts of points for each level of mastery. These points are, then, banked and tallied onto a class 
score. The total is then added to a state and national rank. Students are hoping to finish very high in the ranks! 
One of their particular favorite style activities is called a Vocabulary Jam. During a jam, they compete in a 
challenge against their classmates. They are randomly sorted into teams, which makes the competition even 
more fun. 
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Social Studies: The students completed Chapter 2, which discussed early exploration. The students just finished 
Lesson 3, the final lesson. Lesson 3 discussed the Columbian Exchange and how it affected Europeans, 
Africans, and Native Americans. Students discussed both the positive and negative effects of the Columbian 
Exchange.   
As a Chapter 2 culminating activity, students began working on their “Explorer Wanted” poster. Students had to 
research one of the explorers discussed in class and use the information to create a poster. Included in their 
poster were requirements such as the explorer’s name, accomplishments, and travel routes. 

As part of our social-emotional connection, students were given a “Random Acts of Kindness” calendar. Each 
day, students had a different task to complete. For example, write a thank you note to a teacher, help a friend 
carry their books, donate an item to an animal shelter, etc.  Students also created acrostic poems for the word 
KINDNESS. Students used words that described being kind, having a positive attitude, and ways to make others 
feel good. 

Students also wore purple to support the fight against Alzheimer’s and pink to support Breast Cancer research. 
As well as Blue and White for our traditional Spirit Day. 

Grade 5 – Oppido 

HP Math: 
My HP students have completed Topic 5: Dividing by 2-Digit Divisors as well as Topic 12: Volume of Solids this 
month. During the topic on volume, the class was introduced to many different solid figures, learned how to 
find the volume of rectangular prisms as well as L-shaped compounds and solved real world word problems that 
dealt with volume. At the end of October, we started Topic 8: Numerical Expressions, Patterns and 
Relationships, which deals a lot with variables and solving for unknown amounts. Below are pictures of the 
students working together with life-sized cubes to solve problems based on the different views that solids can be 
seen from.   

� 													� 										� 	
																																																																																															

Math:  
This month we spent some time on Topic 5: Dividing by 2-Digit Divisors.  The students worked very hard on 
this topic.  We did a lot of cooperative learning and the class did a nice job helping each other since some 
students grasped the concepts quicker than others.  After we got through the division, we moved onto Topic 12: 
Volume of Solids toward the middle of the month.  Below are pictures of the students working together with real 
life-sized unit cubes drawing the different views (front, side and top) of each solid created.  
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Science Classes: 
Before we finished up the unit on matter, the class participated in a lab that the students had to decide on what 
kind of change occurred (chemical or physical) when matter was altered; this lab was led by Mrs. Oppido and 
watched by the students.  Items such steel wool being moisten and left over night and vinegar being poured over 
baking soda were two of the activities the class witnessed during this lab.  After we	completed	the	quick	
project making the Element Cards, the class did a great job on finishing up the unit on Matter and taking the 
assessment. 

Since then, we have moved onto our unit on energy where the classes learned about different types of energy 
such as potential and kinetic as well as thermal, electrical and chemical energy just to name a few. They enjoyed 
making their own virtual roller coasters trying to use the correct amount of kinetic and potential energy; they 
had a blast! They learned about how the Sun plays a major role in how organisms as well as plants get their 
energy.  As a lab, we used three plants, a control plant which was given the proper amount of water and sunlight 
each day, variable 1 (period 1 class) decided to remove the air from their plant by putting petroleum jelly on the 
bottoms of every leaf to prevent the carbon dioxide from entering and variable 2 (period 2 class) decided to 
remove the soil from their plant to see how that would effect it over a two-week span of time.  Below are the 
pictures of what each plant looked like at the start and the end of the two-week journey.   Stay tuned next month 
for the end results! 
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Grade 5 – Palmieri 

 Social Studies: The students completed chapter 2 which discussed early exploration. The  students just finished 
lesson 3 which concluded chapter 2. Lesson 3 discussed the Columbian Exchange and how it affected 
Europeans, Africans, and Native Americans. Students discussed both the positive and negative effects of the 
Columbian Exchange.   
As a chapter 2 culminating activity, students began working on their “Explorer Wanted” poster. Students had to 
research one of the explorers discussed in class and use the information to create a poster. Included in their 
poster were the explorer’s name, accomplishments, and travel routes. 

Language Arts-Resource: Students continue to read the novel Maniac Magee by Jerry Spinelli. The students 
discussed character traits and how characters affect the story. The students came up with lists of character traits 
for each of the characters in the story and identified textual evidence to justify each trait as it related to each 
specific character. Students also worked on analyzing relationships between characters. Students discussed in 
great detail the different relationships between characters in the novel. They discussed the type of relationships 
and how the relationship affected each characters’ thoughts, feelings, and actions. Students also learned how to 
make inferences. Students worked in centers on different inferencing activities.  

As part of our social-emotional curriculum, students were given a “Random Acts of Kindness” calendar. Each 
day, students had a different task to complete. For example, write a thank you note to a teacher, help a friend 
carry their books, donate an item to an animal shelter, etc.  Students also created acrostic poems for the word 
KINDNESS. Students used words that described being kind, having a positive attitude, and ways to make others 
feel good. 

� 	
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Grade 6 – Borrell 

English- We have almost completed our first novel for the year, Holes. The students are enjoying the book a lot 
and are having a lot of fun reading it.  We will be learning the stages of the plot pyramid and types of conflict 
found in literature.  The students completed a project where they designed a brochure for Camp Green Lake.  
Camp Green Lake is where Stanley is sent when he is wrongly convicted of a crime.  Students explored the use 
of irony and sarcasm in their brochures and had a great time creating them.  We also expanded our knowledge 
on irony and studied the three types of irony found in literature being dramatic, verbal, and situational irony. 
Our next unit will be Poetry.  We will be reading and analyzing poems and also studying famous poets. We will 
also be learning about figurative language, rhyme, and parts of a poem.  

� 	

Social Studies – We are busy finishing the second chapter in our books entitled The Fertile Crescent.  The 
students learned about Mesopotamia and ancient civilizations such as Babylon and Assyria.  The students 
discussed how the Phoenicians developed the first alphabet and other important contributions by these ancient 
civilizations.  We also listened to a fun song on Ancient Mesopotamia and created a Google Slides presentation 
on Hammurabi’s Code.  Our next chapter will explore Ancient Egypt.  This is such an interesting chapter and it 
has so much for us to explore and learn.  Everyone is looking forward to it! 

Grade 6 – Koernig 
        
Language Arts-Students have done a great job implementing reading routines. As our mentor text, we continue 
to read Holes, by Louis Sachar. We are focusing on the following reading skills: irony, empathy, internal and 
external character traits, and how to correctly respond to reading questions using text evidence. Students are 
continuing to add information in their reading binders about the characters of Holes. Students did a wonderful 
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job creating brochures for Camp Green Lake!  The brochures were designed to show irony by telling parents 
what their children will experience if “sentenced” to Camp Green Lake.  In Writers Workshop, we studied titles 
and "Dead Words”, and continue to edit daily.  Our grammar lessons are proving to be very helpful.    
Social Studies- We are currently studying Chapter 2, The Fertile Crescent.   The class enjoyed watching a video 
about the Fertile Crescent.  As a culminating activity, we completed a cuneiform puzzle.  Students are also 
getting excited to start working on their Google Slide Project!  Our next unit of study will be Chapter 3, Ancient 
Egypt.  

  

Grade 6 – Molta 

The month of October has been an exciting time in sixth grade. The students have embraced their role as the 
leaders in the school. It has been most enjoyable watching them run for student council, safety patrol the 
hallways, participate in spirit days, and dress up for Halloween. 

Math – So far, math has been a lot of fun here in sixth grade. We completed Unit 2 Fractions with the help of 
our new manipulatives! The students enjoyed using the fraction tiles and Katie Kubes to help with 
understanding. Our third unit consisted entirely of decimals. The students enjoyed using their graphing white 
boards to help us through this decimal-filled topic. 

Science – We have just concluded our second unit in Science which was The Solar System and the Universe. 
The students loved this unit. We learned about the birth of our sun and solar system, the formation of planets, 
dwarf planets, and moons; the intricacies of galaxies, black holes and supernovas; the characteristics of comets, 
asteroids and meteoroids; as well as eclipses and solstices. They enjoyed writing creative stories about 
exploring other planets as well as drawing murals of our solar system. 
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Grade 6 – Negro 

     October was a great month in sixth grade!  In science, students began a study of the solar system.  To kick 
off their study, students modeled the revolution of Venus, Earth and Mars around the sun. (photo below)  
Students learned about all of the planets, stars and other objects  in the universe.  Students demonstrated their 
understanding of the relative sizes of the planets, the sun, and asteroids by illustrating murals of our galaxy.  
After learning about the sun, students worked in groups to create their own models of the sun using foam balls, 
markers, tissue paper, and red cardstock to represent the different layers.  (photo below) 
     In math, we began to study fractions.  Students reviewed addition, subtraction and multiplication of 
fractions.  They used fraction tiles to compare fractions with the same numerators and the same denominators.  
Students learned to divide fractions as well.  They combined the previously learned skill of order of operations 
to the new skill of solving expressions containing fractions.  After mastering fractions, students moved on to 
decimal operations.  Adding, subtracting and multiplying were reviewed, and students learned how to divide 
with decimal divisors.   
    In HP math, students began to study integers.  Students discussed absolute value and used their new 
knowledge to design rules for adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing integers.  They explored integer 
operations using counters and number lines.  Students demonstrated their understanding of integers by 
designing an ocean scene with objects above and below sea level.  Students moved on to study both fraction and 
decimal operations.  Addition, subtraction and multiplication were reviewed, and fraction and decimal division 
were introduced.  Students used fractions and decimals as well as positive and negative numbers when solving 
problems using the correct order of operations.   
		

� � 	
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Special Education – Albanese 

Language Arts Resource Room:  

The students are finishing Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing. The next unit will be about writing. They will be 
introduced to Writer’s workshop.  The students will be writing about a character and give two character traits in 
Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing. -Kathleen Albanese 10/2018 

!  

Math Resource Room:  

The students are finishing our multiplication and division chapter. Our next unit is going to be on adding and 
subtracting by whole numbers. They will go into estimating numbers by adding and subtracting.  -Kathleen 
Albanese 10/2018 

� 	
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Special Education – Carroll 

Mrs. Carroll’s 6th Grade Math resource room 
This month the students have been working on Unit 2:  Fractions.  The class started the month by understanding 
fractions:  identifying, naming, parts of, etc.  NExt the class learned how to compare fractions using the 
butterfly method.  The class then spent time learning how to add and subtract fractions with like and unlike 
denominators.  The class was exposed to adding and subtracting mixed numbers.  The class then used their 
previous knowledge/lessons on multiplying and dividing from multiplying and dividing fractions.  This 
included fractions, whole numbers, and  mixed numbers.  The class began Unit 3:  Decimals.  Students were 
shown ways of representing decimals (visual, work, standard forms).  Then they learned how to compare and 
order decimals. 
  
The students have been using IXL to further extend their practice of skills they are learning in class.  Students 
are also using centers that focus on fluency of the four basic operations and extension activities on the weekly 
topics. 
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Mrs. Carroll’s 6th Grade ELA resource room 
Students started the month using their artistic and advertising skills to create a travel Brochure for Camp Green 
Lake from the novel Holes.  Students incorporated the mini lesson on Types of Irony in their brochure.  Students 
continued to define knew words and understand them in context.  Students continued reading the novel Holes 
throughout the month.  While reading, students have completed mini lessons on character traits, descriptive 
writing, types of irony,types of conflict, cause and effect and vocabulary.  Do Now activities have focused on 
grammar, usage, and mechanics editing of sentences. 

!  

Mrs. Carroll’s 6th Grade Math RTI class 
Students meet on Mondays for this RTI class.  This month the class met 3 times (One Monday was closed for 
Columbus Day and one Monday I was in in-district professional development all day.  The class worked on 
finding greatest common factor and least common multiple.  They then applied this to fractions to find least 
common denominator.  Next the class focused on finding area and perimeter of squares, rectangles, and 
complex shapes.  The class started out with whole numbers for measurement lengths and then worked with 
fractions.  (Analyzing the PARCC scores, students scored low in the areas of measurement and data. 

6th Grade Social Studies ICS classes 
The classes have been learning about The Fertile Crescent and Ancient Mesopotamia.  The students expanded 
their vocabulary with key terms relating to The Fertile Crescent.  They learned how the Assyrian and 
Babylonian Empires have conquered (even each other) to take over power.  The students then learned about 
Hammurabi’s Code and cuneiform writing.  Students worked with a partner to create a Google Slides 
presentation on this topic showing their ability to find main idea and important details in a nonfiction social 
studies text.	
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Special Education – Lanfranchi 

 5th Grade Mathematics 

October has been a month of division for our class.  Students have been working within Topics 4 and 5 
of the Envision series.  Students were dividing multiples of 10 and 100, estimating quotients, dividing by 1 digit 
divisors, and dividing with zeros in the quotient.  Students also created a project called Spooky Division 
Houses.  They received a page with riddles to solve using division. Once all riddles had been solved, students 
used their quotients to create their spooky division houses.  
 Students began working on Topic 12: Volume of Solids.  Students named different types of three 
dimensional shapes and identified the number of faces, edges, and vertices of each figure.  We have also 
discussed Views of Solids and used snap cubes to see shapes up close to figure out how each solid looks from a 
front, side, and top view.  This topic is coming to a close with the volume formula. Students practiced using this 
formula with three dimensional shapes created with cubic units, as well as with measurements such as inches or 
centimeters.  They were also introduced to the term base area when finding the volume of a three dimensional 
figure.  Students also continue to use Think Through Math weekly to reinforce math skills. 

!   !    !  

5th Social Studies ICS 
During the month of October, students continued Chapter 2:Age of Exploration and discussed how 

Europeans developed technologies to assist in finding a sea route to Asia. Students are discussing why 
immigrants leave their homelands because of political and economic troubles, for economic opportunities, or to 
find freedom or religion. 

5th Science ICS 
Our class continued looking at the states of matter by created an Element Tissue Box project.  Each 

student researched an element from the Periodic Table and displayed their findings on the tissue box. Each 
student presented the project to the class.  
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5th Grade RTI 
To further practice working on identifying main ideas of a text, students have been reading various 

articles and completing center activities. Students in the Math section of RTI complete center activities to 
reinforces skills learned in Topic 4&5.  Through these activities, student practiced identifying the main 
components of division equations, dividing by 1 digit divisors, and dividing by 2 digit divisors.  

Special Education – Panayoti 
  
Grade 6  Math  
This month the students have been working on Fractions.  The class started the month by understanding 
fractions by identifying, naming, parts of, etc. We reviewed how to add and subtract fractions with like and 
unlike denominators.  The class was exposed to adding and subtracting mixed numbers.  The class then used 
their previous knowledge/lessons on multiplying and dividing from multiplying and dividing fractions.  This 
included fractions, whole numbers, and mixed numbers. The class began Unit 3: Decimals. Students were 
shown ways of representing decimals (visual, work, standard forms).  The students also practiced their math 
skills in centers and by using www.ixl.com. 
  
English with Ms. Borrelli 
Students started the month using their artistic and advertising skills to create a travel Brochure for Camp Green 
Lake from the novel Holes.  Students incorporated the mini lesson on Types of Irony in their brochure.  Students 
continued to define new words and understand them in context.  Students continued reading the novel Holes 
throughout the month.  While reading, students have completed mini lessons on character traits, descriptive 
writing, types of irony, types of conflict, cause and effect and vocabulary. 

RTI - Hamerling 

4th grade 
 Students read a book titled Zombies in order to focus on a variety of skills.  First, students focused on 
vocabulary words that would be found in the text by discussing the meaning of the word and how it might relate 
to the topic.  In addition, a graphic organizer web was used to identify characteristics of zombies discussed in 
Chapter 1.  This also allowed students to review character traits.  As a group, students reviewed the RACE 
writing strategy by focusing on R (restate the question) and A (answer the question).  This strategy was then 
applied to independent work by answering comprehension questions based on what was read.  Further review of 
character traits involved reading a short story titled “Abe Lincoln’s Hat”. 

5th grade  
 This month began with a review of two digit by two digit multiplication.  Students practiced their basic 
facts and the practiced a variety of problems at their seats and on whiteboards.  Also, students completed a 
Multiplication Maze activity.  By solving multiplication problems, students were able to work through a maze to 
get from the start box to the finish box.  They also worked on long division using a one digit divisor, as well as a 
two digit divisor.  Compatible numbers were discussed as a way to help determine digits in the quotient when 
dividing. 
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ESL – Manicone 

WRIS 
 Throughout October, we worked on answering comprehension questions and using RACE to use text to 
answer questions.  We practiced answering questions based on who, what, where, why and when mostly about 
“Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing” the novel the students were reading in Language Arts class.  At the end of 
the month we began working on the writing process and organizing our ideas. 

 Art – C. Sterba 

Grade 4 Art- Students are working on artwork based off of the style of Georgia O'Keeffe. They are focusing on 
the monumental flower paintings she created, starting their projects by looking carefully at a flower and 
sketching it out in dramatically overemphasized proportions. 

� 	
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Grade 5 Art – After learning a basic history of the Celts and studying the symbols that they used in their 
artwork, the students are creating their own Celtic-inspired designs. They are learning how to use a drawing 
compass and to create the complicated overlapping linear designs of Celtic interlace.  

� 	
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Grade 6 Art- The students worked on creating a still life drawing. They set up their still life themselves, 
carefully planning out the arrangement of the items to create the most interesting composition that they could. 
Using viewfinders, graphite pencils, value scales that they made themselves, and the skills they have been 
learning in class they created drawings of the objects from observation. 

� 	
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Music – J. Sterba 

Each month in all music classes and grades we focus on one patriotic and one seasonal song. Our patriotic song 
for October was a partner song entitled “America, the Beautiful.” In the spirit of spooky for Halloween students 
in 5th and 6th learned to sing “Thriller” by Michael Jackson, while students in 4th learned “This is Halloween” 
from The Nightmare Before Christmas. 

Fourth grade 
Students have begun taking their recorders home.  They are learning the value of practice and study of a musical 
instrument.  Currently they are learning how to play the piece “Hot Cross Buns.”  They have also learned how 
to play notes A and G using the correct fingering and breath technique. 

Fifth graders  
Students are learning how to identify different beat patterns in various pieces of music.  They are also becoming 
skillful conductors, learning the patterns for music in 2, 3, and 4. 

Sixth graders  
Are describing similarities and differences among the people and activities of music across the generations.  We 
have also been listening to music of the Baby Boomer generation and discussing the similarities and differences 
between that and their generations' music. 

BAND 
Instrumentalists are working very diligently learning fingering, breath control, rhythm study, sight-reading, 
inner ear skill, and articulation.  All students have begun learning how to play the repertoire for the Winter 
Concert which is Dec. 13, 2015 at 1:30 pm. 

Library/Media – Diaz 

Wood-Ridge Intermediate School students in grades 4-6 have been working on their  Blog  projects. They 
learned terms such as biography, blog, tabs, and hook.  Students were asked to select a  famous person who 
influences teens and explore their background as to who or what made them famous. 

!  
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Circulation	Reminder	
Books can be returned every day during school hours. Children may check out books for a 2 week period with 2 
renewals allowed. We do not charge fines for overdue books. However, fines are charged for lost or damaged 
books. Our first overdue notice is sent home after 30 days, with a second notice following at 60 days. After 60 
days a third notice is issued, along with the replacement cost. Report cards will not be issued at the end of the 
year to students who have overdue books or unpaid fines. 

Physical Education – Rella 

In Physical Education for the month of October, students continued working on fitness. In the beginning of the 
month, they finished their last fitness assessment.  We measured their flexibility by taking part in the Sit and 
Reach Test. In addition,  students learned about each of the 4 fitness components and the health benefits for 
improving them.  Also, students engaged in various exercises to improve each component in a circuit workout 
format.  Different levels of intensity were given of each exercise to accommodate everyone’s fitness level, so 
that all students can participate with confidence.  The first fitness component discussed was Cardio-Respiratory 
Endurance. Some of the exercises students engaged in were jump roping, Pacer practice(running), mountain 
climbers, and jumping jacks. Also, students had the opportunity to engage in other activities, such as Zumba, 
Just Dance, and basketball games to improve their heart and lung function.  Next, students learned about 
Muscular Strength and Muscular Endurance. Some of the exercises they performed were push-ups, wall sit, 
tricep dips, walking lunges, and abdominal crunches.  Finally, students learned about Flexibility and practiced 
various Yoga poses.  Some of the poses were the warrior, cobra, triangle, and the seated forward bend. October 
was a very busy month and I am so proud of all of our students for working hard in P.E. this month! 

Speech – Avella 

Therapy Session Activities: 

Speech-Language therapy took place in the classroom and speech-therapy room. Children participated in group 
and/or individual sessions which were tailored to each child’s individual needs. October focused on exciting 
Halloween themed activities. 

Students with articulation goals wrote spooky Halloween stories using words with their sounds and practiced 
producing their sounds through oral reading of Halloween themed articles and stories and answering would you 
rather Halloween themed questions. 

Students with receptive and languages goals wrote spooky Halloween stories using newly learned Halloween 
themed vocabulary words (i.e. cauldron, petrified, and corpse). Additionally, they worked on their goals through 
answering inferential and factual questions pertaining to Halloween stories (i.e. The original Jack’ O lantern).  

Many of the goals worked on included mastering a particular sound such as /s/ /z/ /th/ /r/ /l/ /sh/and /ch/, 
increasing vocabulary, comprehension, and inferencing skills. 
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STEM Club – Oppido 

The fourth grade STEM Club members met this month twice; October 10th and October 24th.  We started their 
first project which was to make a bridge that can hold the most weight in comparison to the other teams in the 
club. The members were all very generous in bringing the suggested supplies I had asked for, such as 
toothpicks, craft sticks, marshmallows, a jelly gum drops.  

The activity started with the club members watching a video on the Tacoma Narrows Bridge back from 1940. 
The members were a bit confused when they saw the bridge itself begin to bend and sway like it was made out 
of rubber.  We had a brief discussion on what went wrong with the building of the bridge and I ended the 
discussion with the statement, This bridge collapse had lasting effects on science and engineering.  I told them 
it is now their mission to make a bridge better than the one back in 1940.  They all were eager to take on the 
challenge, only catch was they were only allowed to choose two materials to use.  The options were: spaghetti, 
marshmallows, molding clay and straws. Below are a few pictures of the groups working together.  

� 											� 											� 	
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With Halloween coming up, I thought it would be fun to have the fourth grade students use the markerspaces 
kits to make different Halloween characters such as a witch, vampire, pumpkin, mummy, Frankenstien or a 
ghost light up. They needed to set up the correct path using the materials provided within the kits to make the 
“eyes” of each character light up! At first, the members were VERY discouraged when it didn’t work the first 
time they tried to turn the eyes on.  However, with some encouragement and a little bit of help, EVERY group 
was able to get their eyes to light up.  It was so nice to see all of the students get excited!  Below are some 
pictures of the teams working together.   

� 																� 																					� 	
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Drama Club – Muscle 

The Drama Club held meetings in October. We met on October 18th and October 25th.  During these 
meetings, students learned what the production will be this year. Students learned about the parts and were able 
to view the materials online. Students also watched other schools’ performances of Pinocchio to develop ideas 
for their own. Students received the class code to the Google Classroom; where they are able to view postings 
there on club meeting schedules, audition materials, and links to other performances and the show’s music. Next 
month, we will begin the lengthy process of auditions. 

Choir Club – Manolakakis 

Club/Activity

October	–	WR	Jr/Sr	HS	–	Vocal	Ensemble	2018	

Meeting	Date(s)
All	Meetings	are	held	in	the	WRIS	Music	Room	on	Wednedays	from	3pm	–	3:30pm.			

○ October: 10, 17, 24 
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Rosters were handed in. 

Safety Patrol – Johnson 

Our Intermediate School Safety Patrol has added a few new members this month.  These students have been 
assigned to a post and have trained with the members currently at that post.  We plan to work on a rotating 
schedule where students will alternate being on patrol.  We hope to establish a 2-week rotation as the year 
progresses.  This would allow for each student to have 2 weeks on a post, followed by 2 weeks off. 

Agenda
Rehearsal:			

10/10/18	-	27	Students	attended	
● Sign-In	Sheet	
● We	sang	through	Nutcracker	Jingles	
● Gave	students	their	parts:	3	parts	(Sop1	Sop2	and	Alto)	

10/17/18	-	27	Students	attended	
● Sign-In	Sheet	
● We	learned	vocal	warms-ups	and	worked	on	Concert	Music:		

○ All	music	is	2	to	3	Part	
■ Nutcracker	Jingles	
■ All	I	Want	For	Christmas	Is	You	
■ African	Gloria	
■ Sing	Along	Sheet	

10/24/18	-	31	Students	attended	
● Sign-In	Sheet	
● We	learned	vocal	warms-ups	and	worked	on	Concert	Music:		

○ All	music	is	2	to	3	Part	
■ Nutcracker	Jingles	
■ All	I	Want	For	Christmas	Is	You	
■ African	Gloria	
■ Sing	Along	Sheet	

Activities/Fund-Raisers/Field	Trips

Working on planning a trip to NJPAC during the day for the Choir….maybe 2 trips.  Will touch 
base with Mr. Lisa and busing before sending in the Trip request form.  For the Spring 

Students	Present
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Art Club/Stage Crew -Carroll 

October 2, 2018 
·   Grade 6:  6 students 
 Grade 5:  16 students 
  
October 9, 2018 
·   Grade 4:  19 students 

October 16, 2018 
·   Grade 6:  4 students 
 Grade 5:  15  students 
  
October 23, 2018 
·   Grade 4: 18 students 
  
This month students collaborating with Mrs. Miller to promote awareness for special events happening in the 
month of October.  Red Ribbon Week ad Bullying Prevention week were subjects of awareness posters students 
created and were displayed in the hallways of the school.   
The 4th grade artists also created Halloween posters for safety awareness. 

Student Council - Negro 

October 11th: Met with all candidates to discuss the election process.  Campaign posters and speeches are due 
to me by 10/22.  We will meet on that day to hang posters from 3-3:30.   

Students in attendance: Abdel Elkeshk, Skylar Melis, Kaitlyn Fiorillo, Giancarlo Valente, Aliyanna LaFonte, 
Grace Masterson, Sophia Malave, Ella Scarvaglione, Peter LaRosa, Anthony Drotos, Isabella Drotos, Julian 
Nasindrowicz, Danielle Kedersha, Alasdair Walsh, Nicholas Mesuk, Thomas Garolfolo, Dean Mahbub, Zoe 
Herishen, Emarriyya Bradshaw, Maryana Acemyan, Isabella Clark, Megan Aedo, Henry Magnusson, Luca 
Gadaleta, Ryleigh Lange, Jake Burke, Madeline McCotter, Saanvi Zota, Owen Dodds, Emilia Belli, Taha Gulal 

October 22nd: Met with students to create ballots for elections and to hang posters.   

Students in attendance:  Abdel Elkeshk, Skylar Melis, Aliyanna LaFonte, Sophia Malave, Ella Scarvaglione, 
Peter LaRosa, Anthony Drotos, Isabella Drotos, Julian Nasindrowicz, Danielle Kedersha, Alasdair Walsh, 
Nicholas Mesuk, Thomas Garolfolo, Dean Mahbub, Isabella Clark, Luca Gadaleta, Madeline McCotter, Saanvi 
Zota, Owen Dodds, Emilia Belli, Taha Gulal 
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Journalism – Diaz 

Journalism Club Sign-in 
10/16/18 
D. Kedersha 
N. Arno 
M. Aranez 
I Catanzaro 
C. Herman 
B. Jonove 
F. Martinelli 
J. Nasindrowicz 
O. Jasinski 
A.. Walsh 
D. Mahbub 
T. Garafolo 
A Hutchison 

Journalism Club Sign-in 
10/22/18 
D. Kedersha 
M. Aranez 
I Catanzaro 
C. Herman 
B. Jonove 
F. Martinelli 
J. Nasindrowicz 
O. Jasinski 
A.. Walsh 
D. Mahbub 
A Hutchison 

WRJRSRHS                                                                                                                                                          

English Department 
Valerie Hunter 
English I 
English I students are finishing a unit on short stories in which they read “The Most Dangerous Game” by Richard 
Connell, “The Interlopers” by Saki, “The Necklace” by Guy de Maupassant, “The Gift of the Magi” by O. Henry, and 
“The Scarlet Ibis” by James Hurst. They analyzed the stories’ usage of literary terms including character, plot, irony, 
setting, conflict, and theme by writing reader response essays. Students are now drafting a sequel to one of the five stories. 

English I Honors 
English I Honors students have begun reading Charles Dickens’ classic novel Great Expectations, and have written 
analytical responses to questions about character and plot. They also wrote and peer edited research papers about the 
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merits of Laurie Halse Anderson’s novel Speak, which they finished reading at the beginning of the month, and they 
reviewed colon and semi-colon usage. 

Rebecca Landes
English II  
Students have been working on a five-paragraph essay on the life of Richard Wright. We have started the novel, Native 
Son. Students have been studying vocabulary in the novel, writing sentences and definitions, as well as completing study 
guide questions in groups.

English Language Arts Grade 7 
Grade 7 Language Arts students have been reading various short stories and focusing on setting, tone, point of view, and 
mood. They have also learned new vocabulary from their reading, and defined and completed original sentences based on 
these words. The students are learning to write various types of poetry including Haikus, Limericks, rhyming and free 
verse.  

English II Resource Room 
In English II, students began the year discussing the differences between formal and informal language; they 
demonstrated understanding of the difference between the two. Summer reading was discussed and a writing assessment 
was made based upon their summer reading assignment. Students just finished literary devices; they reviewed literary 
devices, created illustrations and examples of each, reviewed through Kahoot, and played other review games through 
various center-based activities. They finished literary devices through a formal assessment.  

English III Resource Room 
In English III, students began the year reviewing the summer reading short stories assigned: “The Story of an Hour” by 
Kate Chopin and “The Yellow Wallpaper” by Charlotte Perkins Gilman. Aside from the data sheet assigned over the 
summer, students took a test on the short stories after a thorough review in class. Students are currently working on 
literary devices; they reviewed literary devices. They are in the process of creating illustrations and examples of each. 
They will review through Kahoot, and play other review games through various center-based activities. Students will 
begin the year and unit reflecting upon the question, “What is American Literature?”

Pete Forman 
11th Grade American Literature 
Junior American Literature students are working on "research simulation tasks" focused on the relationship between 
primary and secondary sources.    They are also busy writing college admission essays in a writer's workshop to assist 
them in their transition into the college application process next year. Topics in class lectures continue as well with the 
Devil and Tom Walker and the works of Edgar Allan Poe. 
 
11th Grade Honors American Literature 
Honors classes are continuing to develop their course wide web sites while working in their collaborative learning 
groups.  In addition, the class is beginning a unit on the poetry and stories of Edgar Allan Poe as well as reading the Devil 
and Tom Walker. The Honors class will be attending both a lecture at William Paterson University and a field trip to 
Philadelphia in the coming weeks.  
Creative Writing 
Students will be working on a myriad of writing samples including a collaborative project with the art department writing 
original comic stories based on projects created by ART class students. In addition, students will be writing food critiques 
using sensory language.  

Lara Schmitt 
English I 
Resource Support Center 
With two months of the school year under our belts, the freshmen have adjusted well to their new routines and classroom 
procedures, working daily on their executive functioning skills to help lay a successful foundation of organization and 
study skills that will allow them to be successful throughout their rest of their educational journey.  They have spent most 
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of this month reviewing various literary terms and types of text genres to lay the groundwork for the rest of the school 
year.  In the upcoming weeks, the students will be venturing into their short stories reading unit, where they will be asked 
to apply their knowledge of text genres and literary devices to these stories. 
We are looking forward to finishing out the rest of the marking period strong! 

7th Grade English 
Resource Support Center 
With two months into the new school year under our belts, the seventh graders have adjusted well to their new school, its 
routines, and their classroom procedures, working daily on their executive functioning skills to help lay a successful 
foundation of organization and study skills that will allow them to be successful throughout their rest of their educational 
journey. 
This past month, the students have been working on brainstorming and generating ideas for their personal narratives, 
meeting regularly with their teacher and writing partners to obtain authentic and specific feedback on their work.  They 
have also been getting used to responding to reading in a more meaningful way, obtaining guided practice regularly 
through our class read aloud. 
We are looking forward to finishing out the rest of the marking period strong, and continuing to build our reading and 
writing skills! 

8th Grade English 
Resource Support Center 
With two months into the new school year, the eighth graders have gotten back into the swing of old routines and created 
a strong foundation in executive functioning to ensure their success this school year.  They have been reviewing the 
various types of text genres as well as literary devices, specifically to aid in their providing text evidence and supported 
reasons when making claims about their texts.  Furthermore, they have studied the important events and key players from 
the Russian Revolution so that they can identify the symbolism in their new text, Animal Farm.   
We are looking forward to getting further into our class novel, using what we know about the Russian Revolution to help 
us identify themes throughout the book. 

Christine Green 
English IV and AP 
AP English 
AP English is reading their fourth novel in preparation for the AP test in May.  They participate in a text analysis after 
each reading, reviewing all literary elements.  They will also be prepping for the test by completing timed prep tests. They 
are developing their knowledge of literary terms each week and are also concentrating on timed reading passages. 

English IV 
Students are completing the Anglo-Saxon unit in the British literature class. They have completed analysis of all their 
readings, both verbal and written.  They have read ancient poetry from the time period and also the epic poem "Beowulf". 

English IV Honors 
The honors class is currently starting their fourth novel.  They will read the ancient epic poem "Beowulf" and complete a 
paper on the concept of the "Heroic Code'.  They are preparing concepts  for their upcoming Research Paper. 

Matthew Bogert 
English 7 
Students have begun to work on their first research paper about a poet of their 
choice and continue to learn MLA formatting and how it is used throughout the research paper. Students are learning how 
to incorporate in text citations and works cited pages into their research papers.  The students will begin reading their first 
novel The Westing Game by Ellen Raskin.  

English 7 Honors 
Students have begun to work on their first research paper about a poet of their choice and continue to learn MLA 
formatting and how it is used throughout the research paper. Students are learning how to incorporate in text citations and 
works cited pages into their research papers. Honor students have begun working on their second Dialectical Journal and 
have also begun reading their first novel The Westing Game by Ellen Raskin.  
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Melissa Papp  
Grade 8 English Language Arts  
This month, the grade 8 students have completed their reading and are continuing to relate Animal Farm by George 
Orwell to the Russian Revolution through analyzing the text, speeches, poems, and pieces of propaganda.  Using the novel 
as textual evidence, the students discussed themes of power and corruption, the dangers of being uneducated, rules and 
order, and language as a tool for manipulation.   

Grade 8 Honors English Language Arts  
In addition to relating Animal Farm by George Orwell to the Russian Revolution through analyzing the text, speeches, 
poems, and pieces of propaganda, the Honors students let thoughtful discussion regarding the author’s purpose and 
decisions in creating the novel.  The honors students discussed themes of power and corruption, the dangers of being 
uneducated, rules and order, and language as a tool for manipulation, while supporting their arguments with textual 
evidence and supplemental text from CommonLit.org. Throughout the month, they also have applied new understanding 
of grammar, syntax, and vocabulary to their studies.  After reading, they completed formal assessments to demonstrate 
comprehension and completed student-choice projects. Finally, students compared the effectiveness and accuracy of the 
novel to the 1954 film adaptation of Animal Farm. 

Kim Millar 
English II and English II (H) 
The English II classes have finished Book 1 of Richard Wright’s novel Native Son as they continue to read literature that 
addresses the progression of racism in America from the 1930’s to modern day. Students are now completing graphic 
organizers that compare three poems with contrasting perspectives about America.  One was written written by Walt 
Whitman, I Hear America Sing,  Malcolm X’s  And You Call Me Coloured, and Langston Hughes’, I, Too, Sing America. 
 Students will continue reading Book 2 of Native Son as the first marking period comes to an end.    

Kelly Manicone 
ESL 2 
This month we finished up a unit on using simple past tense verbs and reading news articles.  We practiced using regular 
and irregular simple past tense verbs.  Then identified and found past tense verbs in several news articles.  We read about 
concussions in high school football players, children who went to camp for burn victims, the Thai boys soccer that was 
rescued from the caves over the summer.  Then students had the opportunity to find their own news articles, and create 
presentations using past tense verbs.   

ESL 3 
This month we finished up a unit on the Holocaust.  The students listened to survivor’s accounts and created presentations 
about the survivor’s wartime experiences and the end of their lives.   
Our next unit began with comparative and superlative adjectives.  We took notes, played a game and worked in groups to 
find songs with the different kinds of adjectives.  Once the class had a strong grasp on comparative and superlative 
adjectives we used them to compare and contrast items around the classroom.  As we move into November our class will 
use comparative and superlative adjectives to compare and contrast topics from Science class.  

Gianna Catalano   
Social Studies 
US History I 
The class continued with the reading and understanding as well as analyzing  the Bill of Rights of the Constitution. Each 
week the class has been reading and analyzing one specific Amendment from the Bill of Rights. Students created a project 
with a partner focusing on one specific Amendment and had to present their finding to the class. Students completed a 
document based question, which asked them to explain which three of the ten amendments they believe are the most 
important. Students were then assessed on their knowledge of the Constitution as well as the Bill of Rights.  

World History 
The class continued with a new unit about the era of exploration. Students started off the unit by reviewing a map of 
Mexico, South America and the Caribbean. Students analyzed the controversial topic of Christopher Columbus and 
whether or not he should be celebrated. The class then started to discuss other explorers and where they came from as well 
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as what new lands they found. Students also learned about the dark side of exploration focusing on the Atlantic slave 
trade, the enslaving of Native peoples, as well as the spread of deadly disease through reading and analyzing primary 
source documents. Students have also completed a document based question, which asked them to compare exploration 
and the Reformation. To wrap up the unit students were given the topic of ethnocentrism, which they had to research and 
find a present day form of. Students will be evaluated based on their knowledge of the era of exploration as well as their 
ability to read and understand primary sources.  

Mallory Garvin 
World History and World History Honors 
World History and World History Honors spent the month of October learning about the fascinating time period of 
Exploration which created so much of the world that we know today. From the formation of the English colonies and 
nations of South and Central America to the music we know and love today, and of course - most importantly- MANY 
meals that we enjoy daily come from this blending and mixing of cultures. What would music be like without drums or 
the guitar? What would we do without sugar? How about Italian food with no tomatoes? Cuba with no Salsa music? This 
time period has great ramifications while it did some with a cost as our world was introduced to the slave trade. The 
impact of the exploration time period is unmistakable living in the United States.  
Students worked on their first DBQ and also participated in a jigsaw activity on the Music of Latin America. In addition, 
students are working to complete their Impact of Exploration projects where they will present a way in which exploration 
affects us currently in 2018.  

AP United States Government and Politics 
AP Gov had an extremely busy October covering the Legislative Branch. We kicked off this jam-packed month with visits 
from Chief John Korin, Senator Paul Sarlo, Mark Musella, Esq. and Christopher D. Garvin, Esq as part of our Meet our 
Local Government project. Students gained a wealth of information on our criminal justice system, and the law, through 
these presentations in addition to completing a project on whether our current legal system is upholding the ideals of the 
Founding Fathers.  
On October 23rd, we went to the State House in Trenton where we were able to see firsthand where and how our State 
Assembly creates the laws we follow every day. 
Fun Fact! There is currently a bill in the Senate to make Salt Water Taffy the official state candy of New Jersey!  
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NHS- Field Trip to Eva’s Village 
NHS has picked up its mission to actively serve the community by going to Eva’s Village on October	8th	and feeding the 
homeless.  

! !  

  Homecoming 

Robert Berger 
Unsolved Mysteries in History 
The class continued to research and explore the mysteries behind Ancient Egypt through watching a documentary as well 
as reading different articles. Students then had to write a research paper in which they got to pick one of the three 
mysteries: the pyramids, Sphinx, or mummies they found to be the most interesting. They had to choose a theory or come 
up with their own surrounding that mystery and try to prove what really happened using substantial evidence. After 
completing the unit on Egypt the class began to explore the Bermuda Triangle. Students were given multiple case studies 
that they had to research and answer questions about. Following the cases given to them, they then had to find their own 
case and present their findings to the class. Students watched a documentary highlighting the different theories that may 
help explain the Bermuda Triangle. From there, students then began to write their research papers either explaining the 
Bermuda Triangle as a whole through different theories or picking a particular case and writing their paper on what 
happened in that scenario. Students will soon start to look at the lost city of Atlantis and the mystery behind it.  
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Resource English 8  
Students have begun to explore the narrative writing process. They have been working on basic grammar edits as a review 
of concepts learned from previous grades. They have been using the Zaner-Bloser Strategies for writers to begin exploring 
the appropriate background and process for writing a personal narrative in the form of a Memoir. Students have been 
looking at the 6 traits used to write and are in the initial phase of brainstorming to find ideas on their memorable moment 
which they want to write about. 

Stephanie Gaven 
US History I Honors 
After learning the foundation of the Constitution, students focused specifically on the Bill or Rights learning all of the 
details behind the first 10 Amendments. Learning about their rights and the freedoms we possess, students were able to 
better understand these important aspects of our Constitution for their own personal benefit. The Bill of Rights affect us 
on a regular basis and without a clear understanding of what they are or how they impact us students will never be after to 
protect their freedoms. We have been having meaningful discussions on these topics and the material could not be more 
relevant. The unit concluded with presentations in teams of two where they researched the meaning, historical 
background, Supreme Court cases, and current issues surrounding a particular right guaranteed in the United States Bill of 
Rights and a Document Based Question essay.  

!  

Stephanie Gaven and Joseph Belger 
US I History 
US History students had a fun filled month as we debated, analyzed, evaluated and interpreted current laws involving 
individual rights and national security.  We ended the month with collaborative projects where they researched the 
meaning, historical background and current issues surrounding a particular right guaranteed in the United States Bill of 
Rights.  

Stephanie Gaven 
Sociology 
In October we began our study of socialization! We first debated the socialization issue “nature vs. nurture” and evaluated 
the impact that social institutions have on our lives. Next we “looked ourselves in the mirror” to determine who we are 
and what roles we play.   To finish out the month students will write an essay in which they assess how “real” TV is 
compared with what we see and do every day and complete a Socialization lab.   

Public Speaking and Debate  
In October we evaluated techniques used for organizing a successful speech. We began viewing and critiquing the 
introductions of famous speeches, which required students to complete a short reflective essay.  To implement use of 
proper introductions and outlining, students then researched and gave an informational speech in front of their peers. Next 
month students will complete the same process to prepare a persuasive speech on a different topic of their choosing.  

US History I Honors 
After learning the foundation of the Constitution, students focused specifically on the Bill or Rights learning all of the 
details behind the first 10 Amendments. Learning about their rights and the freedoms we possess, students were able to 
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better understand these important aspects of our Constitution for their own personal benefit. The Bill of Rights affect us 
on a regular basis and without a clear understanding of what they are or how they impact us students will never be after to 
protect their freedoms. We have been having meaningful discussions on these topics and the material could not be more 
relevant. The unit concluded with presentations in teams of two where they researched the meaning, historical 
background, Supreme Court cases, and current issues surrounding a particular right guaranteed in the United States Bill of 
Rights and a Document Based Question essay.  

Steve Schneidman 
Social Studies 
The 7th grade has finished work on chapter 1, the main topics are the earliest Americans, Native American cultures, Greek 
and Roman influences on the U.S. government. 
They worked in groups to read and take notes as a team. 
They have begun Chapter 2, which is the chapter on European explorers reaching the Americas. 

The 8th grade honors class has finished the chapters on the Jefferson Era and creating a national identity which deals with 
the U.S. becoming a recognized and influential country in the world. 
They are currently on the chapter on the Jacksonian Era, covering the improvements in democracy and Jackson’s 
administration. They will also be covering the removal of the Indians from the Southwest. 

The 8th grade general education class also finished the chapter on the Jeffersonian Era. The chapter included the War of 
1812. The students did a DBQ writing assignment on the War of 1812. 
They have begun the chapter on the U.S. creating a foreign policy to deal with other countries. 
 
Victor Minnocci 
AP US History  
The class began the month analyzing the causes of the American Revolution. This was followed by the progress and 
aftermath of the revolution. The development of the Articles of Confederation and the weaknesses of the A of C causes the 
founders to development a new form of government based on the Constitution. The presidencies of Washington, Adams 
and Jefferson were analyzed. Washington’s domestic and foreign policies were evaluated. Washington’s Farewell Address 
was analyzed. The difficulties encountered by Adam’s in respect to relations with Britain and France were debated. The 
class is currently exploring the “Revolution of 1800.” The class is now beginning to explore the presidency of Jefferson. 

Honors U.S. II  
The class began the month exploring the causes of the Great Depression and President Hoover’s response to the 
depression. Topics included Hoovervilles, and the Bonus Army. This was followed by the election of FDR. The New Deal 
legislation was explored, along the First Hundred Days. The Second New Deal and the “court packing” problems 
encountered by FDR. The culture of the 1930s was explored, movies, radio, sports , and how they effected the people of 
the U.S.  The class is currently analyzing the legacy of the New Deal. The class is currently reviewing the chapter to 
prepare for the chapter test. The class will than begin the next chapter World War Looms. 

Current Issues  
The classes analyzed international, nation and local current events. Topics included global conflicts, North Korea and 
global trade. The aftermath of the Supreme Court hearing and its effect on the midterm elections.  The national economy 
and the effects of Hurricane Michael and the midterm elections were the dominant national issues evaluated. Students 
were either assigned topics to investigate or they were assigned topics. International, national and local topics included 
Bergen County or Wood Ridge.  The students are assigned a 5w’s to complete during each class. 

Kimberly Forsyth 
Social Studies 7th Grade 
This month in Social Studies students have been working on learning how to write DBQ or Document Based Question 
essays.  They have explored the purpose of a hook statement to attract readers, analyzed primary and secondary sources to 
extract key information, and learned how to “bucket” facts from each source to organize their DBQ paragraphs.  Students 
have honed their writing skills and made connections with material in their English classes. 
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U.S. History II 
This month in U.S. History II, students have been analyzing the causes of the Great Depression and the impact it had on 
the economy, familial relationships, social norms, and cultural traditions.  We “personified” the hardships of the Great 
Depression through the story of James J. Braddock, a famous Depression-era boxer from Bergen County, NJ who 
overcame seemingly insurmountable challenges on his way to a heavyweight title.   

Math Department 
Lisa Ames  
Geometry 
Students finished chapter 1 with a review and application of perimeter, circumference, and area of composite shapes. Then, they 
began chapter 2 by discussing inductive reasoning and determining counterexamples of various statements. Students also 
applied algebraic properties and geometric theorems to proofs. Students started chapter 3 by using Geogebra to discover 
properties of angles formed by parallel lines and transversals. In addition, students completed weekly Khan Academy 
lessons on topics we discussed in class as well as algebra review.  

Geometry Honors 
Students started chapter 2 by applying logic and algebraic properties to begin constructing proofs. We discussed how to 
write conditional and converse statements which will help students understand theorems and proofs going forward. 
Students worked in groups to complete Round Robin activities completing steps and reasons of various proofs. Students 
started chapter 3 by using Geogebra to discover properties of angles formed by parallel lines and transversals. They also 
applied these angle pairs to be able to prove if lines are parallel. In addition, students completed weekly Khan Academy 
lessons on topics we discussed in class as well as algebra review.  

AP Statistics  
We continued looking at data displays in Chapter 3 and 4 and were able to compare two sets of data using visual displays 
as well as summary statistics. Students used their TI Graphing calculators to analyze data displays as well as statistics to 
make conclusions about data distributions. We also discussed standard deviation and used it to discuss variability and 
begin to learn about z-scores and how to determine percents in a normal curve. Students completed MyMathLab 
assignments for each chapter as well as Khan Academy lessons aligned to our instruction.  

Statistics 
Students began looking at the many ways data can be displayed such as frequency distributions, pie graphs, stem and leaf 
plots, scatter plots, etc. Students took various data sets and analyzed the conclusions that can be determined from each 
type of data displays. Students continued their study of statistics by learning about the measures of central tendency and 
spread. We practiced calculating variance and standard deviation for any type of data distribution including frequency and 
weighted distributions. Students analyzed how standard deviation can be used to learn more about a data set. To finish 
chapter 2, we discussed box and whisker plots, quartiles, and percentiles for a data set. Students completed questions on 
Khan Academy and Math XL to supplement what they learned in class.  

Kristine Schoenig 
Math 8 
Math 8 students continued their work on Scientific Notation and Laws of Exponents. Then they moved on to the Unit on 
Expressions and Equations. Students learned how to convert words into symbols and symbols into words, combine like 
terms. They then reviewed solving simple equations before moving onto solving multi-step equations. Students continued 
working on practicing online questions that are the style of the PARCC through Khan Academy.  

Gabe Ben-Nun 
Algebra 2 
This unit covers the properties and solutions of linear and absolute value functions. Part 1 
of the unit focuses on linear equations and inequalities. It reviews rate of change and further develops 
solving and graphing the equations and inequalities that can be applied to real-world problems. It then 
expands to solving and interpreting systems of linear equations and inequalities. Part 2 then moves on to 
absolute value functions and their different key aspects such as domain, range, intercepts, end behavior, 
etc. The unit also compares functions using different transformations. 
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PreAlgebra 
This chapter will allow students to understand how functions operate and relates to a graph. They will compare properties 
of two functions and represent functions in multiple ways. They will be introduced to slope-intercept form and recognize 
that the graph will be a straight line. 

Alexis De Coma 
Resource Math Grade 7 
The students are working in chapter 2, equations.  We are evaluating and writing expressions while solving for variables 
using one and two step equations.  We are also reviewing key vocabulary terms to help us master the distributive property. 
Students have been practicing these skills using Khan Academy and cooperative learning groups. 

Robert Berger 
Resource Algebra II 
Students finished chapter 9 and then began chapter 1. They covered the topics of solving equations, solving inequalities, 
absolute value equations and inequalities.  They had 2 quizzes and a test.  We began chapter 2 of our test and have been 
looking at functions, equations and graphs. We have covered topics including reviewing solving Linear equations, indirect 
variation and relations and functions. Each week they have had a pop quiz on review concepts from foundational grade 
levels.   Students completed weekly Khan Academy lessons for remediation and on topics we discussed in class. 

Resource Algebra I 
Students finished chapter 1. They covered the topics of the distributive property, using tables equations and graphs, 
introduction to equations, multiplying and dividing real numbers. They have had two quizzes and a test.  They will be 
started chapter 2.  So far we have explored the topics of solving one step and two step equations for all four operations. 
Each week they have had a pop quiz on review concepts from foundation grade levels. Students completed weekly Khan 
Academy lessons for remediation and on topics we discussed in class. 

Jim Santangelo 
Calculus 
The students are now beginning to apply the concept of a limit to the definition of a derivative.  This is the second part of 
the course, which will take us through at least the month of December. The students are using the definition of a derivative 
to find equations of tangent lines, are determining whether a derivative exists at a point, and applying rules for 
differentiation to differentiable functions.  Technology, including the graphing calculator and Desmos, are being used as 
means of discovery and confirmation of results.  

Algebra I Honors 
The students completed units on applying equations and solving, graphing, and applying inequalities.  A project was 
assigned at the end of the month in which students will try to build a winning portfolio of individually selected stocks, 
which will be followed for about a seven week period.  The student, or group, with the best performing portfolio will 
receive extra credit on the assignment.  Should any student or group outperform my portfolio, they will also receive extra 
credit as well.  The winner(s) will be announced in January.  Stay tuned!  

Algebra I 
The students completed a unit on solving equations.  They are now applying equation solving to real world applications. 
 At the end of this unit, students will be assigned the stock market project (see Algebra I Honors summary for description). 
   
Steve Olsen 
Algebra 2 Honors 
Students completed unit C covering quadratic functions. Concepts included graphing quadratics in standard, vertex and 
intercept form, quadratic modeling.  Students watched, summarized and questioned online instructional videos and were 
quizzed on the concepts during each daily class.  Students were formally tested with Unit C Test. 

Pre-Calculus Honors 
Students completed unit C and D including right angle trigonometry and the unit circle functions.   Students watched, 
summarized and questioned online instructional videos and were quizzed on the concepts during each daily class. 
 Students were formally tested with Unit B Test. 
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Pre-Calculus CP 
Students completed unit C and D including right angle trigonometry and the unit circle functions.   Students watched, 
summarized and questioned online instructional videos and were quizzed on the concepts during each daily class. 
 Students were formally tested with Unit B Test. 

AP Computer Science Principles 
Students Completed Unit 2 Labs related to abstraction and conditional statements including the use of predicates and 
multiple if statements.  Students also were introduced to programming tools including the use of variables to concatenate 
strings of characters.   Students worked on creating their first practice Explore task in preparation for the AP performance 
task submission requirement. 

Marc Fazio 
Algebra 1 
Students continued with the tools of algebra and completed chapter 1.  To reinforce their skills learned, students are 
working on a project that is due at the end of October. 

Geometry  
Students in Geometry continued to learn about the undefined terms and used skills learned in algebra to answer geometry 
problems.  Students were assigned a project in Khan Academy that is due before the marking period closes. 

Business Math   
Students in this class moved to a unit on checks.  Writing checks, keeping track of a check register and also reconciling a 
bank statement.  We finished the month on equations and  word problems on this topic. 

College Math 
Students worked on topics such as probability, the fundamental counting principle, permutations and combinations.  

Debra Beck  
Accounting  
The students learned how to analyze business transactions and translate the financial data using T accounts as debits and 
credits.  The students learned how to calculate the normal balance of an account, process temporary accounts and test for 
equality. 
Financial Literacy  
The students investigated money management strategies.  Students analyzed and created a budget, cash flow and balance 
sheet statements.  They created a budget for a vacation. They learned how to make consumer decisions by using a research 
approach and completed an assignment modelling this technique.  

Stock Market  
The students learned about stockholders rights and responsibilities.  The students learned how to read a stock quote and 
calculate stock earnings.  They learned how to use stock ratios like the PE ratio and dividend yield to select stocks for 
investing.  In groups they created a stock portfolio and are participating in the stock market game. 

Ryan Berger 
Math 
During the first week of classes we did Ordering and Comparing Fractions. We found common denominators to make the 
ordering easier. 
During second week of classes we discussed adding and subtracting fractions. We added/subtracted fractions with like and 
unlike denominator. Then they took an assessment. 
During the third week of classes we discussed multiplying and dividing fractions. We made a connection between 
multiply and dividing for fraction. Fractions never really divided.  
During the fourth week of classes we discussed how to use operations of fractions on real-world problems. We reviewed 
everything from previous weeks and took a test to check our understanding. 
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Science Department 

Jacqueline Sanzari 
8th Grade Science 
During the month of October students in the 8th grade continued studying matter focusing on the states of matter and 
chemical reactions.   Students first focused on phases of matter, intermolecular forces and molecular motion.  As part of 
this lesson students experimented with food coloring and water to see how temperature and molecular motion are related. 
 The eight graders then continued on, studying physical and chemical properties of matter.  During this activity students 
experienced their first you design lab.  These labs involve using the knowledge gained from prior lesson as well as the 
engineering design process.  Students had to create the material lists, procedures and data tables, as well as design and 
build a tool to separate salt, sand and Iron from a contaminated waterway.  During the next lessons students will be 
experimenting with endothermic and exothermic reactions and exploring the law of conservation of mass. 

7th Grade Honors Science 
At the start of October students in 7th Grade Honors Science completed their study of cells.  As a culminating project, 
students created a cell city poster in which they compared the parts of a cell to the parts of a place they have visited such 
as TACO CELL (Taco Bell), CELLBUCKS (Starbucks) and GARDEN CELL MALL (Garden State Plaza).  Through this 
project students showed an understanding of the role/function of each cell part in a creative way.  In our final lesson 
students reviewed cellular respiration and photosynthesis.  Students completed a hands-on lab studying how exercise and 
the production of carbon dioxide are related.  During our second topic students will be studying how the body systems 
interact.   

Kristen Larson  
Science 7 
In Science 7 this month we explored the ways in which cells can build body systems. Students analyzed the various body 
systems that exist and applied understanding of stimulus/response mechanisms. Students also began to look at how 
tonicity occurs in cells. Students will look into the details of reproduction as the marking period continues. 
 

*This is a stock photo that captures the results of a lab we completed in Science 7.  

 

Biology 
In Biology this month, we discussed the chemistry of life. Students applied basic chemistry topics to biological processes. 
Students conducted an investigation into the properties of water and tested elements of cohesion, adhesion, surface 
tension, density, and polarity. Additionally, students completed a lab on endothermic and exothermic reactions during 
which they uncovered how energy is absorbed or released by a reaction. Next month, we plan to unpack the processes of 
metabolism.  

Jonathan Hassinger 
Physics and Physics Honors 
In Physics we concluded our study of Kinematics and completed the Stomp Rocket Lab. Next students will be moving 
onto Dynamics and Force Calculations as well as the Bowling Ball Lab. In Honors Physics students Concluded Dynamics 
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and Uniform Circular Motion, concluding both the Bowling Ball Linear Regression Lab and the Uniform Circular Motion 
Used to Calculate Acceleration Due to Gravity Lab. Students in this class will begin studying Universal Gravitation and 
Energy next. 

AP Physics 
Students in this class so far have completed Kinematics in 2D, Dynamics in 2D, Uniform Circular Motion in 2D, and 
Universal Gravitation. Students are now working on a lab on Hooke's Law and The Law of Conservation of Energy. 
Shortly we will be moving onto Energy and Momentum followed by Simple Harmonic Motion and Waves.  

  

  

Science Department 
Keri Parry  
Algebra-based Physics, Chemistry, Natural Disasters, Technology Education  
Students have completed at least their first lab or major project  in every course . Technology Education students created a 
screencast that defined and exemplified proper copyright & fair use using class resources and the Screen castify app for 
Google Chrome. Below is a screenshot of one of the the Tech. Ed.’s video screencasts. Chemistry students learned about 
calculations used in chemistry and the structure of the atom. Below is a picture of the atomic timeline theory project 
where students researched about the famous experiments leading to the modern model of the atom.  The physics students 
learned essential questions about how velocity, distance, and time are related through the Kinematic equations. Student 
activities and work using large whiteboards are pictured below. Finally, the students in Natural Disasters answered 
essential questions about earthquakes, including labs where students simulated earthquake stresses with sandpaper and 
rubber bands or how to locate the epicenter of an earthquake.  
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! !  
Students doing physics problems  

Physics student work  
 
 
 
 

!  
Chemistry atomic theory timeline project  
 
 

!  
 
Technology education’s screencast video project  
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Doubravka Hausner 
Chemistry Honors 
In Chemistry Honors class, students were researching atomic theories to construct an Atomic Theory Timeline. Students 
did a great job and were very creative. Students learned how the atom evolved throughout the years and centuries and 
learnt about the discoveries of subatomic particles. Students continue to learn about the duality of light and 
electromagnetic spectrum. Students are currently calculation frequency and wavelength of the light.  

!  

Chemistry 
In Chemistry Honors class, students were researching atomic theories to construct an Atomic Theory Timeline. Students 
did a great job and were very creative. Students learnt how the atom evolved throughout the years and centuries and learnt 
about the discoveries of subatomic particles. Students continue to learn about the duality of light and electromagnetic 
spectrum.  

!  

Forensics 
In Forensics students learnt about investigating and securing the crime scenes and how to handle physical evidence. 
Students worked with a partner to design a 3D crime scene model. Some groups preferred to use a computer software 
Sketch up and some groups preferred to build their crime scenes. This was a fun learning project and students enjoyed the 
discussion part when the rest of the classroom had to figure out the crime they designed. We are moving on to the next 
chapter of Fingerprints. 

World Language Department 
Joseph Mojkowski  
Spanish 

Spanish II 
• Introduction of all regular AR,ER, IR verbs and their usage 
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• Review chapter test and oral presentation (a getting to know you skit) focusing on describing people and what 
they do as well as asking how people are and what they do in their free time 

• Vocabulary related to school and the different school rules and activities 
• The use of irregular and helper verbs in the context of talking about what we have to do in certain classes as well 

as what is prohibited as well as demonstrating comprehension via textual and listening comprehension activities 

Spanish III 
• Review chapter test and oral presentation highlighting understanding of present tense verbs, the use of the indirect 

(and reflexive) pronouns, and possessive adjectives and their relation to discussing everyday school and 
extracurricular activities 

• Written, reading, and listening exercises related to the introduction of vocabulary related to outdoor and camping 
activities 

• The introduction of the preterite past tense (through all aspects of regular verbs, irregular verbs and stem-
changing verb) and its use in talking and writing about camping and outdoor experiences 

Spanish IV 
• Vocabulary and investigation related to archaeological studies 
• Investigation into different usages of the subjunctive mood in Spanish and how to distinguish between when to 

use different subjunctive and indicative tenses focusing adjective clauses and whether referring to a defined, 
definite subject or an undefined, hypothetical subject 

Spanish AP 
• Continued work related on applying all aspects covered in class to the use of accent marks to student work 
• Incorporation of past subjunctive in writing exercises 
• Speaking and writing assignments related to the first general theme of Identity and immigrant experiences and 

heroes. Longer presentational exercises focused on the incorporation of different sources as supporting materials 
when making an argument. 

Angela Daniele 
Spanish I 

• Learned Los Números 0-100 
• Learned expressions using Los Numeros 
• Wrote dialogs using theme vocabulary and orally presented   
• Learned the Spanish-speaking countries and their capitals 
• Completed and orally presented a power-point presentation on an assigned Spanish-speaking country 
• Watched a video about Dia De Los Muertos and completed theme Actividades 
• Made “Esqueleto Masks”  

Spanish II 

• Completed review of Spanish I vocabulary and grammar 
• Continued working with Spanish regular and irregular present-tense verbs 
• Wrote and presented orally “En Un Dia -- Usando Los Verbos en –ar, -er, y –er” 
• Learned new words daily to enhance Spanish vocabulary and used in sentences 
• Watched a video about El Dia De Los Muertos  
• Created poster about El Dia De Los Muertos video 
• Made “Esqueleto Masks”.    

  
 
Tess Iannacco 
Italian I  
The Italian I classes worked on learning vocabulary acquisition regarding  school and classes. They learned to answer 
questions such as “che cos’e’?” “C’e’ and ci sono" and days of the week. Student watched a short film and role-played the 
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conversations related to the topic (the first day of school). Students learned the expression “ecco” and the numbers from 
0-1000.  
They can speak/write in one complete sentence regarding school subjects and activities in school. 
Italian II 
These classes learned the vocabulary related to shopping, Italian fashion, design and quality. They watched a short film in 
Italian regarding shopping, role played it and created a dialogue.  They read a short excerpt on how Italians shop and 
answered a series of affirmations related to the reading.  
These classes learned vocabulary related to the house and its contents.  They can distinguish the different types of housing 
and architecture. They can converse and give information about things they own. They can speak about their activities 
(rest/leisure) Regarding the structure of the language they have learned to use the future tense to speak about events/facts 
that will happen in the future.  
Italian IV 
This class completed the thematic unit of vacation including related vocabulary, ability to use it while traveling and talk 
about tourism. They learned the expression “Tutte le stride portion a Roma” and watched a short clip of native Italians talk 
about planning vacation. Furthering the objective of using the conditional tense in the present and in the past.  

This week the class is beginning to learnabout human interactions. How we need others to feel alive. Friends, family, life 
companions, work colleagues, but, also new friends. These relationships allow us to compare ourselves and to express our 
feelings, therefore, learning to understand ourselves on a deeper level.  In a society that changes, becoming more and 
more multiethnic, we look into relationships we presently have or have formed with others. We will reflect on this topic 
by reading a short story by Salvatore Fiume, “Il Supplente” watch the short film “La Scarpa” and learn about Italians in 
the world “Un popolo in movimento”. We will also review the grammatical structure of regular verbs (present tense) 
articles (definite/indefinite) gender and number and the present tense of irregular verbs.  
 
Eileen Layman 
Media Center 
The Wood-Ridge Jr/Sr High School Media Center is an active, participating member in the Bergen County Educational 
Library Systems. (BELS). Students have the ability to borrow books from any of the participating school libraries.  

Circulation 
Books:  78 
Interlibrary loans 
Borrowed: 28 books 
Students have been using the Media Center before and after school and between class periods.  
Students are now able to use the Media Center during their lunch periods 

Media Skills Class - Grade 7 - Marking Period 1 
The seventh grade Media Skills classes have been active in STEM/Maker activities. Students have learned how insulators, 
conductors and resistors work within electronic circuits. The students used the knowledge to construct paper circuits with 
copper tape, batteries and diodes. The circuits were tucked inside Halloween cards, showing the glowing eyes of the 
Halloween monsters and ghosts.  
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!  
  

Creating Halloween paper circuits in Mrs. Layman’s 7th Grade Media Skills class.  
                                                

!       !  
         Circuits tucked on the flip side of a witch design card will 
         make the eyes glow. 

English 7 & 8 
Mrs. Layman has been collaborating with Ms. Schmidt. Students have learned how to use the BELS database to find 
books. BELS shows the availability of a resource within the Wood-Ridge HS Media Center and also, the other School 
Media Centers that own the book. Through the consortium, students are able to borrow books from participating member 
schools.  
Additionally, students also learned to navigate Novelist K8. The database will recommend similar titles to a book that a 
student previously enjoyed. 

International Cuisine 
Mrs. Layman and Ms. Bullaro continue to collaborate on international food research.  
Research on recipes, natural food sources and cultural norms related to dining,  are part of the research presented by 
students. 
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Donations 
Mrs. Layman visited the Everbind Book Company. The book distributor is disolving and permitted Mrs. Layman to pick 
through bins before the warehouse was shuttered.  A few Shakespeare titles and classics will now be added to the Media 
Center.   

Professional Development 
Mrs. Layman has attended the county wide meeting of the BELS school library board. 
Primary issues were discussed regarding LibraryLinkNJ and the increased cost of the delivery program. The public 
libraries were affected during the past year.  

Alyssa Bullaro 
International Cuisine 
Culinary Arts 1 
For the month of October, students were introduced to culinary basics including measurements, tools, terminology and 
knives. They completed various activities including a measurement relay game, partner terminology matching, jeopardy 
and a knife demonstration. Meanwhile in the kitchen, students had the opportunity to make pancakes, waffles, and 
bruschetta. Once students are tested on this material, they will be moving on to quick and yeast breads. 
International Cuisine 
Students finished studying the culture and cuisine found in the British Isles, specifically focused on Wales, Scotland, 
England and Ireland. They had the opportunity to make pikelets, scones, bangers and mash, boxty, and shepherd’s pie. 
Students then moved on to study Eastern Europe, thus far covering Poland, Russia and Hungary. In the kitchen, students 
had the opportunity to make pierogies, beef stroganoff and goulash. Students will continue to study various countries in 
Eastern Europe. 

Lucia DiNapoli 
Physical Education 
Physical Education classes continue to work towards their ideal fitness levels through our weekly rotational program 
between the Weight Room, Target Heart Rate training and activities.  They have covered half of the machines and 
equipment in the weight room and are required to use that machine on that given day. This allows the student to try 
something they haven’t before and to help break any stigma they may have against them. (Example being woman 
shouldn’t be using the bench press) Then they must complete a worksheet with their fitness activities of the day. Target 
Heart Rate training consists of reaching and maintaining their Heart Rate at a specific rage for the duration of 20 minutes. 
This is preceded by a warm-up and ended with a cool down stretch.  The activities offered this month are Soccer and 
Kickball.  

The students were also tested on their fitness levels via push-ups, sit-ups and sit and reach for FitnessGram testing.  

!  
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Joseph Vaccaro 
Grade 7 Physical Education 
Students continued with class in the Fitness center.  Student have also been required to maintain their logs based on each 
exercise they completed for each day.  Students are always reminded on how to manage their workout routines, exercise 
safely and with spotter/partner, they are also given lessons to understand the importance of these exercise in relation to 
lifelong fitness.  In addition, we added a regular cardio vascular workout day to the weekly schedule.  On these days each 
student is responsible for maintaining a certain Heart Rate for the duration of the exercise.  After each cardio day, we 
proceed to stretch as a class.  

Grade 8 Physical Education  
Students continued with class in the Fitness center.  Students have also been required to maintain their logs based on each 
exercise they completed for each day.  Students are always reminded on how to manage their workout routines, exercise 
safely and with spotter/partner, they are also given lessons to understand the importance of these exercise in relation to 
lifelong fitness.  In addition, we added a regular cardio vascular workout day to the weekly schedule.  On these days each 
student is responsible for maintaining a certain Heart Rate for the duration of the exercise.  After each cardio day, we 
proceed to stretch as a class.  

Grade 10 Physical Education 
Students continued with class in the Fitness center.  Students have also been required to maintain their logs based on each 
exercise they completed for each day.  Students are always reminded on how to manage their workout routines, exercise 
safely and with spotter/partner, they are also given lessons to understand the importance of these exercise in relation to 
lifelong fitness.  In addition, we added a regular cardio vascular workout day to the weekly schedule.  On these days each 
student is responsible for maintaining a certain Heart Rate for the duration of the exercise.  After each cardio day, we 
proceed to stretch as a class.  

Grade 12 Physical Education 
Students continued with class in the Fitness center.  Students have also been required to maintain their logs based on each 
exercise they completed for each day.  Students are always reminded on how to manage their workout routines, exercise 
safely and with spotter/partner, they are also given lessons to understand the importance of these exercise in relation to 
lifelong fitness.  In addition, we added a regular cardio vascular workout day to the weekly schedule.  On these days each 
student is responsible for maintaining a certain Heart Rate for the duration of the exercise.  After each cardio day, we 
proceed to stretch as a class.  

***SGO was submitted, PDP’s were submitted, Open house was attended.  

Andrea Marino 
Grades 8 and 9 Physical Education 
My PE classes have been participating in games of Badminton and Weight Room.  We have also been working on our 
fitness day, by walking/running the track before class.  The students have been challenging me in Badminton and they are 
on a mission to defeat me.   

Volleyball 
Our volleyball season wrapped up unfortunately with a loss in the State Tournament to New Providence.  The girls played 
extremely hard and fought to the final point.  Our Varsity Season ended with a 24-4 record, another League Title and a 
NJIC Championship.  This title allows us to get a 3 peat in our league with a compiled record of 53-1.  5 of our girls 
received post season honors, Madylin Marino, Isabella Nieves, Ciilez DaCosta, Emily Aviles and Ashley Gareffa were 
First Team All-League and Victoria Nieves was Honorable Mention.  
 
Toni Baumgartner 
Band 

Music Technology 
• History of Recorded Sound 
• Create audio podcasts 
• Garage band 
• Microphones 
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American Popular Music 
• Early Latin influences on American popular music 
• The Minstrel Show 
• Stephen Foster 
• Dance Music and Brass Bands 

o John Philip Sousa 
• Tin Pan Alley 
• Ragtime 

o Scott Joplin 
• The Phonograph 
• Technology and the Music Business 
• Early Blues Artists 

Middle School Band Class (Grade 8 - Class meets on A days only - Class will go till the end of the 2nd marking period) 
• New notes, new rhythms, blending 
• Keeping a steady beat 
• Warm ups 

o Bb scale in half notes and quarter note thirds 
o Old Favorites 
o Little Drummer Boy 
o Jingle Bells Band Arrangement 

High School Band Class 
• Notes, rhythms, blending, intonation 
• Warm ups - Superior Bands in 16 weeks 

o Tuning up 
o Flexiblility 

• Class songs for holiday concert 
o African Bell Carol 
o Chanukah Celebration 
o Jingle Bell Rock 
o Kwanzaa Celebration 
o Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairies 
o Do You Hear What I Hear 

• Concert Band - Started meeting after school on October 10th. We have 40 students signed up for Concert 
Band!!!!! 

o Little Drummer Boy 
o Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer 
o Feliz Navidad 

• Pep Band - Continued performing at every Football Game and Homecoming  
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Melissa Manolakakis 
Choir  
During the first two weeks of October students learned to recognize and sing pitches using solfege. (Do, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, 
La, Ti, Do).  They also learned about their resonators and articulators.  In addition we continued to work on building 
relationships and confidence while singing popular songs in unison and playing icebreakers.  The third week we 
concentrated on reading basic music notation and continued to generate strong relationships with students.   The fourth 
week we continued to identify correct pitches, sing in unison, run through warm-ups and assess and assign students their 
voice parts: Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass.  All the classes: , 1. Grades 7th – 8th comprised of 80 students and 2. Grades 
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9th - 12th comprised of 100.  Glee Club comprised of 36 students will perform as an individual group.  The songs we are 
singing in HS Choir are: “Irving Berlins Christmas” a medley of 5 songs.  
Musical Theater  
This month we have been working on putting a musical number together.  We are choreographing a scene from “The 
Greatest Showman”.  Students are singing solos, harmony and as a group.  In addition they are dancing.  We are also 
helping the Music Department Fundraiser “Hutz and Klutz Halloween Adventure”.  They help with advertising, lighting 
and sound.  

Glee Club attended Montclair State University Choral Festival, Friday, October 26, 2018.  Pictures will be included next 
month.  Please see the agenda below.  Hutz and Kluz’s Halloween Adventure is our Fundraiser 50% of the proceeds go to 
the Make a Wish Foundation and the other half goes to the Wood-Ridge Jr/Sr HS Music Department. 

Catherine Bethon 
Graphic Design  
Students are finishing work on creating a personal logo.  The students took a journey through the different decades of logo 
design and how color is largely a influencer for the design outcome.  Next up, we are looking to work with the athletic and 
music departments in creating posters, banners, and program covers.  Students were divided into teams that are 
responsible for a sports team or concert.  This project will be a combination of photographs and knowledge previously 
learned about our Adobe software.  The students will need to have their minds open for creativity and peer input as well as 
a grasp for time management. 

!  
 
 

!  
Art Exploration (Grade 8) 
POP!  Our current project is based off the bold art movement called Pop Art, specifically Roy Lichtenstein and Andy 
Warhol.  We’ve been working on linoleum printmaking for the background of our Pop Art self-portraits.  Students are 
cutting images inspired from Andy Warhol’s theme of using corporate images that influence society to buy their products 
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(similar to what we talked about in Graphic Design).  Next, we are creating text for the portraits that is similar to a comic 
book bubble and finally the digitally adjusted portrait of the student, both inspired from Roy Lichtenstein’s work using 
ben-day dots. 

Introduction to Art 
We are getting messy in the art room!  For the fall season students are using charcoal to create chiaroscuro artwork of 
pumpkins.  Chiaroscuro shading is a highly dramatic sense of lighting created during the Italian Renaissance.  Students 
were excited to use the charcoal medium and came to the realization how beauty can be created in a messy environment. 
 This has furthered the student’s knowledge of the importance value has to creating realistic artwork, which they are 
constantly seeking for satisfaction when the think of  what is “good” art. 

  

Drawing 
The upperclassmen have started on a new project titled The Memory Project.  A lesson I’ve taught for the past few years 
about the global crisis of poverty and natural devastations in third world countries.  This year we have been paired with 50 
young children from the Philippines.  Students are creating their portraits that will be returned to them, along with money 
the students will fundraise to not only help the artwork reach its location but assist the volunteers with aid for the children. 
 Students are a buzz about this project that will become a tradition within the art class and spread the feeling of joy and 
support for children around the world.  Students are able to pick from a variety of mediums to create the work.  A video 
will be returned to us later in the year of the Philippine children receiving the artwork.  A press release is in the works for 
local papers and local network upon approval. 

!  
See a video of our children from the Philippines 

Sean Rutherford 
TV Production: 
Students spent the majority of the month filming and editing their music video.  The videos turned out 
extremely well.  Students picked their own groups and had to submit a copy of their song for approval.  Upon 
approval, students had to submit a storyboard which outlined their plans for shooting their video.  Students were 
then free to film their music video in and out of school.  Out of school filming required students to sign out 
equipment, but doing so allows for location shots.  Students then used the MacBooks to edit their videos.   
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! !  
In the scenes above, students filmed the music video, “Girls Just Want to Have Fun” by Cyndi Lauper.  Their 
video was so well done and while watching, you could tell how fitting the title was.  They even got some staff 
members to join in.  Nurse Trivigo, Mrs. DiNapoli, Mrs. Basich, and Mrs. Marino 
 

! ! !  
This group of performed Taylor Swift’s song, “You Belong With Me”.  In this scene they stood in a line and 
peeled off one at a time in order to get the star at the end. The star leaves gets the boy in the end. 
 

! ! ! !  

!  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!  
This last group recreated a scene from the TV show “The Office”.  To start their video they recreated the show’s 
introduction.  (Image to the left show’s part of the opening credits)  For their ‘episode’ they recreated the 
characters Jim & Pam’s wedding.  In doing so, they got other students involved and had them watch the scene 
multiple times in order to mimic their characters exactly.  For those who have never seen the episode (even for 
those who have) they used Picture-In-Picture (PIP) to show the original scene in the lower corner and allowed 
viewers to see how it matched up. This is one of the best videos students have created to date. 
 
 
 

! !  
 
 
For the next project, students will be creating a How-To video. 

!  
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Web 2.0: 

Students begin working on mastering Google Docs by using tutorials to hone their skills.  Lesson gradually 
become more difficult using features students didn’t know Docs had.  Their cumulative assignment was to take 
the skills from Docs to create a Travel Brochure.  Students get mad that i make them use Docs because it’s 
easier in Slides, but I explain this is not only important, but there’s a different project for the Slides unit.  Next 
month we’ll move into Sheets and Slides. 

! !  
 
 
Robotics 

Students have completed their stock robot builds and have moved on to their more advanced builds. 
 

! !  
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To the left: Students built a functional catapult.  Launching was kept to a minimum.

! !  

To the right: Students built a dog.  The dog would use a ‘vision’ and ‘sound’ sensor in order to come when 
called and avoid running into objects. 
 
To the left: Students built a golfer.  The golfer has six settings, Putt (hard, medium, and soft) and Drive (hard, 
medium, and soft). 

To the right: Students built a pitching machine and a baseball batter.  This build can be done with one device, 
but they wanted to ‘pitch’ from a further distance. 

Wood-Ridge Athletics  

Boys Soccer 
This season, which was only our 5th in program history, was our most successful and historic at the same time. Coming 
off of a 8-12 season last year and a 6-10 league record, the boys finished 12-7-2 overall and 9-5-2 in the league which 
finished us in third place. These are all historic numbers as 12 wins is now the new record for the program, third place is 
the highest finish in our 5 years in existence, and to top it off, we also won our first state playoff game in only our 4th try. 
We also were able to get three players on first team all-league and the effort of the players even allowed my peers to vote 
me as Coach of the Year for the league. The players worked so hard all offseason, summer, pre-season and during the 
season to redeem ourselves of our first losing season ever and they went above and beyond expectations. This 2018 team 
will NEVER be forgotten. 

Guidance Department 
The guidance office is off to a great and busy school year. Ms. Tenore, Mr. Rowley and Ms. Maida continue to assist 
students with their new schedules and enroll any new students in the Jr/Sr High School. At the Intermediate School Ms. 
Maida has updated incoming fourth grade 504s as well as conducted meetings and implemented two new 504 plans. Ms. 
Maida continues to conference with fourth through eighth grade students and parents regarding academic, personal/social, 
or behavior concerns. Ms. Maida will be attending a Counselors Admissions Breakfast at Bergen Technical - Paramus 
Campus on September 28th in order to be better prepared for eighth grade students who may be applying out of district for 
high school. The college process is underway and in full effect. Ms. Tenore and Mr. Rowley are continuously working 
with all seniors on their career and college goals as they gear up for their next chapter. In the month of September the 
guidance department has conducted two different seminars for the senior students. The first seminar consisted of a review 
on both the Common Application and Naviance. The second seminar focused on how to apply to colleges that do not 
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affiliate with the Common Application, such as Rutgers and Montclair. The juniors and seniors were excited and attended 
one of Bergen County’s largest college fairs which took place on September 20th at Fairleigh Dickinson University in 
Teaneck. The department is also gearing up for our annual college fair that will take place in our gymnasium on 
Wednesday, October 17th from 1:00 to 2:45 PM. Finally, we are excited to announce that on September 27th, The 
Princeton Review will be coming to conduct a PSAT prep program for all Juniors. 
  
Some upcoming important dates for the guidance office are: 
September 27th - Periods 5 and 6 - Princeton Review PSAT test prep for all Juniors 
October 3rd - 8:15 - 11:00 AM - 7th-12th grader Anti-Bullying Assembly 
October 4th - 6:00 - 8:30 PM - Tim Shoemaker assembly for parents on Alcohol and Drug trends (District wide) 
October 10th 8:00 AM - 11:00 AM - PSAT’s for all Juniors 
October 10th - 6:30 PM - 8:30 PM College night for all Junior and Senior Parents 

Wood-Ridge Athletics  

Boys Soccer 
This season, which was only our 5th in program history, was our most successful and historic at the same time. Coming 
off of a 8-12 season last year and a 6-10 league record, the boys finished 12-7-2 overall and 9-5-2 in the league which 
finished us in third place. These are all historic numbers as 12 wins is now the new record for the program, third place is 
the highest finish in our 5 years in existence, and to top it off, we also won our first state playoff game in only our 4th try. 
We also were able to get three players on first team all-league and the effort of the players even allowed my peers to vote 
me as Coach of the Year for the league. The players worked so hard all offseason, summer, pre-season and during the 
season to redeem ourselves of our first losing season ever and they went above and beyond expectations. This 2018 team 
will NEVER be forgotten. 
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